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ABSTRACT

Far-Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) spectra of 100 extragalactic objects and two distant halo
stars are analyzed to obtain measures of O vi ��1031.93, 1037.62 absorption along paths through the Milky
Way thick disk/halo. Strong O vi absorption over the velocity range from�100 to 100 km s�1 reveals a wide-
spread but highly irregular distribution of O vi, implying the existence of substantial amounts of hot gas with
T � 3� 105 K in the Milky Way thick disk/halo. The integrated column density, log [N(O vi) cm�2], ranges
from 13.85 to 14.78 with an average value of 14.38 and a standard deviation of 0.18. Large irregularities in
the gas distribution are found to be similar over angular scales extending from <1� to 180�, implying a con-
siderable amount of small- and large-scale structure in the absorbing gas. The overall distribution of O vi is
not well described by a symmetrical plane-parallel layer of patchy O vi absorption. The simplest departure
from such amodel that provides a reasonable fit to the observations is a plane-parallel patchy absorbing layer
with an average O vimidplane density of n0(O viÞ ¼ 1:7� 10�8 cm�3, a scale height of�2.3 kpc, and a�0.25
dex excess of O vi in the northern Galactic polar region. The distribution of O vi over the sky is poorly corre-
lated with other tracers of gas in the halo, including low- and intermediate-velocity H i, H� emission from the
warm ionized gas at�104 K, and hot X-ray–emitting gas at�106 K. The O vi has an average velocity disper-
sion, b � 60 km s�1, and standard deviation of 15 km s�1. Thermal broadening alone cannot explain the large
observed profile widths. The average O vi absorption velocities toward high-latitude objects (jbj > 45�) range
from �46 to 82 km s�1, with a high-latitude sample average of 0 km s�1 and a standard deviation of 21 km
s�1. High positive velocity O vi absorbing wings extending from�100 to�250 km s�1 observed along 21 lines
of sight may be tracing the flow of O vi into the halo. A combination of models involving the radiative cooling
of hot fountain gas, the cooling of supernova bubbles in the halo, and the turbulent mixing of warm and hot
halo gases is required to explain the presence of O vi and other highly ionized atoms found in the halo. The
preferential venting of hot gas from local bubbles and superbubbles into the northern Galactic polar region
may explain the enhancement of O vi in the north. If a fountain flow dominates, a mass flow rate of approxi-
mately 1.4M� yr�1 of cooling hot gas to each side of the Galactic plane with an average density of 10�3 cm�3

is required to explain the average value of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] observed in the southern Galactic hemisphere.
Such a flow rate is comparable to that estimated for the Galactic intermediate-velocity clouds.

Subject headings:Galaxy: halo — ISM: abundances — ISM: clouds — ultraviolet: ISM

1. INTRODUCTION

The lithium-like (1s22s)2S1/2!(1s22p)2P1/2, 3/2 electronic
transitions of the highly ionized atoms of O vi, N v, and C iv

provide fundamental information about gas in interstellar
and intergalactic space with temperatures ranging from
approximately 1� 105 to 5� 105 K. Table 1 gives the basic
spectroscopic information about these transitions including
wavelengths, f-values, energy required for the creation and
destruction of the ion, temperatures of peak abundance
assuming collisional ionization equilibrium, and references
to the literature describing absorption line studies of these
ions for gas in the Galactic disk and halo. Gas with

1� 105 K < T < 5� 105 K and solar abundances cools
very rapidly. For solar abundance gas at T ¼ 3� 105 K, the
radiative cooling rates of Sutherland & Dopita (1993) imply
a cooling time, tcoolðyrÞ ¼ 9� 106 yr (10�3 cm�3/ne) where
ne is the electron density. Because of the rapid cooling, theo-
ries for the origin of these species often involve nonequili-
brium ionization processes occurring in cooling bubbles,
cooling flows, or in the transition temperature interface
regions between warm T � 104 K and hot T � 106 K gas.

Among the three lithium-like high ion states accessible to
ultraviolet (UV) observatories, O vi is especially important
because of the large cosmic abundance of oxygen and the
large energy (113.9 eV) required to convert O v into O vi.
With such a high energy for production, it is unlikely that
O vi will be produced by photoionization from extreme UV
radiation from normal stars since most hot stars have strong
He+ absorption edges at 54.4 eV. In contrast, interstellar
C iv has a production energy of 47.9 eV and can be found in
photoionized gas with T � 104 K as well as in transition
temperature gas with T � 105 K. Although N v has a pro-
duction energy of 77.5 eV and mostly traces hot gas, its
lower cosmic abundance often makes it difficult to detect. If
subjected to hard radiation (extreme UV or soft X-rays), it
is possible to find O vi in warm photoionized gas where the
level of ionization depends on the ratio of the ionizing
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photon density to the gas density. Therefore, O vi can be
produced by photoionization in very low-density gas or
very high radiation density environments.

Studies of interstellar O vi have been hampered by the dif-
ficulties involved in making observations in the far-UV
wavelength range of its resonance doublet at 1031.93 and
1037.62 Å. Instruments operating efficiently at wavelengths
shortward of �1150 Å require reflecting optics with special
coating (such as LiF or SiC) and windowless detectors.
Although the Copernicus satellite successfully observed
interstellar O vi toward many stars in the Galactic disk
(Jenkins 1978a, 1978b), the studies were limited to stars with
visual magnitudesmV < 7 and therefore did not yield useful
information about the extension of O vi away from the
Galactic plane. Therefore, the first observations of the
extension of highly ionized interstellar gas into the Galactic
halo were based on observations of N v, C iv, and Si iv
obtained with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE)
satellite and with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) (see
references in Table 1).

Except for brief observing programs with the Hopkins
Ultraviolet Telescope (HUT; Davidsen 1993) and the spec-
trographs in the Orbiting and Retrievable Far and Extreme
Ultraviolet Spectrometers (ORFEUS; Hurwitz & Bowyer
1996; Hurwitz et al. 1998; Widmann et al. 1998; Sembach,
Savage, & Hurwitz 1999), the study of O vi in the Milky
Way halo has required the high throughput capabilities of
the Far-Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) satellite
launched in 1999 (Moos et al. 2000; Sahnow et al. 2000).
The first FUSE studies of O vi in the Galactic halo toward
11 AGNs revealed the widespread but irregular distribution
of O vi with an extension away from the Galactic plane
approximately described by an exponential layer with a
scale height of 2.7 kpc (Savage et al. 2000). Observations
with FUSE also recorded the presence of O vi absorption in
Galactic high-velocity clouds (Sembach et al. 2000) and
Galactic O vi emission from four high-latitude directions
(Shelton et al. 2001; Shelton 2002; Dixon et al. 2001). FUSE
has also been used to study the widespread presence of O vi

in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC; Howk et al. 2002b)
and in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC; Hoopes et al.
2002). These LMC and SMC observations contain informa-

tion about the irregular distribution of Galactic O vi over
small angular scales (Howk et al. 2002a).

The possible existence of hot gas in the Milky Way halo
was first proposed by Spitzer (1956) and is considered in a
number of more recent theoretical papers. Several recent
review papers include Spitzer (1990), McKee (1993), and
Savage (1995). The hot gas can be detected through UV
high-ionization line absorption, UV high-ionization line
emission, and X-ray line emission. The UV absorption and
emission observations sample gas in the 1� 105 to 5� 105

K temperature range, while the X-ray emission observations
sample hotter gas with T > 106 K. High-ionization state
UV absorption measurements provide direct information
on the column density of the absorbing ion integrated along
the line of sight [i.e., NðionÞ ¼

R
nðionÞdx]. In contrast, the

intensity of high-ionization line emission depends on the
product of the ion and electron density times the line excita-
tion rate integrated along the line of sight, but allowance
must be made for the scattering of emitted resonance-line
photons out of and into the line of sight. Interpretations of
the observed X-ray emission, which also depends on the
product of the ion and electron density, requires modeling
the excitation processes, assumptions about collisional ion-
ization equilibrium (or lack thereof), and the energy-
dependent foreground attenuation of the emitted photons.

This paper is organized as follows: The observations and
basic data reductions are discussed in x 2. The interstellar
measurements are presented in x 3. The difficulty of separat-
ing low- and high-velocity O vi is discussed in x 4.We associ-
ate the low-velocity O vi absorption from approximately
�100 to +100 km s�1 with O vi in the thick disk of theMilky
Way. The column density distribution of the O vi thick
disk/halo absorption is discussed in x 5. The extension of
O vi into the halo is discussed in x 6. The kinematic charac-
ter of the thick disk O vi is described in x 7. Sight lines of
particular interest are discussed in x 8. The relationships
among O vi and other Galactic ISM species are discussed in
x 9. The implications of these observations for the origin of
highly ionized gas in theMilkyWay are discussed in x 10. In
that section we also compare the observations to various
models that predict abundances of the highly ionized gas. A
summary of the principal results appears in x 11.

TABLE 1

The High States of Ionization Accessible in the Ultraviolet

Reference

Ion

�a

(Å) log (�f )a
IPbðXi�1 ! XiÞ

(eV)

IPbðXi ! Xiþ1Þ
(eV)

TMAX
c

(K) Disk Halo

O vi ........ 1031.93 2.136 113.9 138.1 3� 105 1, 2 3, 4, 5

1037.62 1.835

N v......... 1238.82 2.288 77.5 97.9 2� 105 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

1242.80 1.986

C iv ........ 1548.20 2.470 47.9 64.5 1� 105 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

1550.77 2.169

Si iv........ 1393.76 2.855 33.5 45.1 0.8� 105 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

1402.77 2.554

a Values of � and log (�f) are fromMorton 1991.
b The energy in eV required to create and destroy the ionXi are listed.
c The temperature at which the species peaks in abundance under conditions of collisional ionization equilibrium

(Sutherland&Dopita 1993).
References.—(1) Jenkins 1978a; (2) Jenkins 1978b; (3) Widmann et al. 1998; (4) Hurwitz et al. 1998; (5) Savage et al. 2000;

(6) Savage &Massa 1987; (7) Sembach & Savage 1992; (8) Savage et al. 1997; (9) Savage et al. 2001; (10) Sembach et al. 1997.
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2. OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS

The FUSE O vi catalog paper (Wakker et al. 2003)
contains the full details of the FUSE observations, the data
handling, the basic ISM measurements, and plots of the
O vi absorption line profiles for all of the objects in our
study. The distribution of the objects on the sky is illus-
trated in Figure 1 in views centered on the Galactic center
(Fig. 1a) and on the Galactic anticenter (Fig. 1b). Here we
review the most essential aspects of the observations and
reductions of the spectra for the 100 extragalactic objects
and two stars listed in Table 2A. The objects are named

according to the convention adopted by Wakker et al. (see
their x 2.2) and are ordered by increasing Galactic longi-
tude. We list object name, Galactic longitude (l), Galactic
latitude (b), redshift (z), or recession velocity (v in km s�1),
and other information relevant to the measurements. The
observations include the star vZ 1128 in the globular clus-
ter M3 at a distance of 10 kpc and a distance z ¼ 9:8 kpc
away from the Galactic plane (Howk, Sembach, & Savage
2003) and PG 0832+675, a postasymptotic giant branch
star with V ¼ 14:49 in the direction of HVC Complex A
with an estimated distance of 8.1 kpc and z ¼ 4:7 kpc
(Ryans et al. 1997).

Fig. 1a

Fig. 1b

Fig. 1.—Aitoff projections of the all sky distribution of the objects studied in the O vi survey program. In (a) the Galactic center is at the center and Galactic
longitude increases to the left. In (b) the Galactic anticenter is at the center of the figure. Object names are shortened to avoid clutter in the figure. Although
more objects have been observed in the northern Galactic hemisphere, the measurements suffer from a sample bias since few objects appear in the region from
b ¼ 30� to 60� and l ¼ 320� to 50�. This is the region of high interstellar obscuration produced by dust in the Sco-Oph association. The average directions for
stars in the LMC and SMC toward which Milky Way halo gas absorption has been studied by Howk et al. (2002a, 2002b) and Hoopes et al. (2002) are also
shown.
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TABLE 2A

Results for O vi in the Thick Disk of the MilkyWay

Object

(1)

l

(deg)

(2)

b

(deg)

(3)

z=v

(4)

Q

(5)

v�
(km s�1)

(6)

vþ
(km s�1)

(7)

vexp
(km s�1)

(8)

vobs
(km s�1)

(9)

�v
(10)

b

(km s�1)

(11)

�b
(12)

log N(O vi)

(cm�2)

(13)

�sc
(14)

�sys
(15)

logN sin jbj
(cm�2)

(16)

PG 1352+183.......... 4.37 72.87 0.1519 1 �80 100 1 14 10 59 6 14.39 0.11 0.02 14.37

PKS 2155�304........ 17.73 �52.25 0.116 4 �85: 120 14 24 10 67: 3 14.34 0.01 0.03 14.24

PG 1404+226.......... 21.48 72.37 0.098 1 �95 75 3 �16 10 59 5 14.33 0.12 0.03 14.31

NGC 5548............... 31.96 70.50 5149 2 �120 60 4 �32 10 59 4 14.50 0.05 0.02 14.47

PG 1402+261.......... 32.96 73.46 0.164 2 �120 115 3 �11 10 73 4 14.53 0.05 0.02 14.51

Mrk 509 .................. 35.97 �29.86 0.0343 4 �100 115 38 21 10 64 3 14.66 0.01 0.02 14.36

vZ 1128 ................... 42.50 78.68 . . . 4 �130 80 2 �25 10 54 3 14.48 0.01 0.02 14.47

MRC 2251�178...... 46.20 �61.33 0.066 3 �65 70 10 �1 11 51 4 14.10 0.07 0.10 14.04

PHL 1811................ 47.46 �44.81 0.1919 3 �65 100 22 24 10 53 3 14.45 0.04 0.03 14.30

Mrk 506 .................. 54.18 31.50 0.043 1 �100: 20 21 �36 10 37: 2 14.47 0.07 0.03 14.19

Mrk 829 .................. 58.76 63.25 1215 2 �100 40 7 �27 10 48 3 14.28 0.09 0.04 14.23

Mrk 478 .................. 59.24 65.03 0.079 3 �115 80 6 �19 10 65 4 14.47 0.04 0.03 14.43

3C 382.0.................. 61.31 17.45 0.0578 1 �130 110 �5 �14 11 99 4 14.55 0.07 0.03 14.03

Mrk 501 .................. 63.60 38.86 0.0336 2 �100: 20 11 �38 11 49: 3 14.27 0.07 0.07 14.07

Mrk 1513 ................ 63.67 �29.07 0.0629 3 �75 80 7 6 10 50 4 14.34 0.05 0.02 14.03

Mrk 926 .................. 64.09 �58.76 0.0473 1 �65: 100: 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . <14.23 . . . . . . <14.16

PG 1444+407.......... 69.90 62.72 0.2673 2 �100 100 4 �22 11 74 4 14.50 0.07 0.03 14.45

Mrk 304 .................. 75.99 �34.22 0.0657 3 �40 75 �4 9 10 42 4 14.20 0.08 0.05 13.95

SBS 1415+437 ........ 81.96 66.20 609 2 �50 100 0 27 10 54 4 14.14 0.12 0.03 14.10

NGC 7469............... 83.10 �45.47 4892 4 �65 45 �5 �13 10 38 4 13.96 0.06 0.06 13.81

PG 1411+442.......... 83.83 66.35 0.0895 2 �95 90 0 �5 10 58 4 14.57 0.05 0.03 14.53

PG 1626+554.......... 84.51 42.19 0.1329 2 �65: 85: �7 7 10 47: 4 14.25 0.09 0.08 14.08

PG 1415+451.......... 84.72 65.32 0.1139 1 �80 100 0 13 11 52 5 14.32 0.10 0.04 14.28

Mrk 487 .................. 87.84 49.03 665 2 �55 120 �6 24 11 73 4 14.25 0.11 0.04 14.13

NGC 7714............... 88.22 �55.56 2798 2 �60 45 �3 �2 10 35 2 13.85 0.14 0.05 13.77

Mrk 290 .................. 91.49 47.95 0.0295 1 �70: 165 �8 24 15 91: 10 14.21 0.12 0.05 14.08

PG 2349�014.......... 91.66 �60.36 0.174 1 �70: 70: �3 . . . . . . . . . . . . <13.97 . . . . . . <13.91

UGC 12163............. 92.14 �25.34 0.0246 2 �100 100 �32 1 12 81 7 14.00 0.12 0.06 13.63

H1821+643............. 94.00 27.42 0.2844 4 �160 115 �30 �46 10 89 3 14.48 0.02 0.02 14.14

Mrk 876 .................. 98.27 40.38 0.1289 4 �100: 85 �18 �12 11 64: 6 14.43 0.02 0.05 14.24

Mrk 817 .................. 100.30 53.48 0.0314 4 �90: 60 �9 �30 11 52: 5 14.38a 0.01 0.06 14.29

Mrk 335 .................. 108.76 �41.42 0.0256 4 �75: 90 �21 5 10 48: 3 14.07 0.03 0.04 13.89

Mrk 59 .................... 111.54 82.12 1089 3 �75 75 0 �11 10 45 4 14.29 0.04 0.02 14.29

PG 1351+640.......... 111.89 52.02 0.0882 3 �100: 100: �13 �11 10 81: 4 14.38 0.04 0.06 14.28

Mrk 279 .................. 115.04 46.86 0.032 4 �115: 100 �18 �16 10 64: 3 14.41 0.02 0.02 14.27

PG 1259+593.......... 120.56 58.05 0.4778 4 �80: 100 �10 5 10 62: 3 14.22a 0.02 0.05 14.15

Mrk 1502 ................ 123.75 �50.18 0.0611 2 �35 65 �16 21 10 33 3 14.00 0.10 0.03 13.89

PG 0052+251.......... 123.91 �37.44 0.155 2 �70: 70: �26 . . . . . . . . . . . . <13.97 . . . . . . <13.75

Mrk 352 .................. 125.03 �31.01 4456 2 �115 115 �33 �9 10 85 4 14.37 0.09 0.03 14.08

Mrk 205 .................. 125.45 41.67 0.0708 1 �100: 100: �22 . . . . . . . . . . . . <14.19 . . . . . . <14.01

3C 249.1.................. 130.39 38.55 0.3114 2 �75 65 �25 �17 11 51 4 14.32 0.07 0.04 14.11

Mrk 357 .................. 132.20 �39.14 0.0516 2 �115 115 �24 15 11 99 5 14.40 0.08 0.05 14.20

NGC 588 ................ 133.34 �31.39 �174 2 �125: 100: �30 . . . . . . . . . . . . <14.07 . . . . . . <13.79

NGC 595 ................ 133.53 �31.31 �174 2 �80: 80: �31 . . . . . . . . . . . . <14.00 . . . . . . <13.72

Mrk 209 .................. 134.15 68.08 281 3 �115 130 �5 0 10 78 5 14.43 0.04 0.02 14.40

PG 0804+761.......... 138.28 31.03 0.1020 4 �120 80 �30 �18 10 62 4 14.51 0.02 0.02 14.22

Ton S180................. 139.00 �85.07 0.0619 3 �90 90 0 �5 11 55 5 14.37 0.04 0.03 14.37

HS 0624+6907 ........ 145.71 23.35 0.3699 2 �85 90 �33 �6 11 69 4 14.38 0.06 0.04 13.98

PG 0832+675.......... 147.75 35.01 . . . 3 �60 85 �21 4 11 51 4 14.26 0.06 0.03 14.02

VII Zw 118.............. 151.36 25.99 0.0796 4 �95 50 �26 �19 10 54 3 14.13 0.05 0.05 13.77

MS 0700.7+6338 .... 152.47 25.63 0.1529 1 �65 85 �26 9 10 41 4 14.16 0.12 0.03 13.80

NGC 4151............... 155.08 75.06 995 3 �35 100 �1 21 11 42 4 14.24 0.04 0.03 14.23

NGC 3310............... 156.60 54.06 993 4 �135 85 �7 �26 10 78 4 14.56 0.02 0.03 14.47

Mrk 9...................... 158.36 28.75 0.0398 3 �95 85 �19 �9 10 58 5 14.37 0.04 0.02 14.05

Mrk 116 .................. 160.53 44.84 751 3 �125 110 �9 9 10 83 4 14.21 0.05 0.04 14.06

Mrk 106 .................. 161.14 42.88 0.1234 1 �100: 100 �10 1 10 70: 5 14.45 0.08 0.04 14.28

Mrk 79 .................... 168.60 28.38 0.0221 2 �40 100 �10 21 10 44 3 14.41 0.08 0.03 14.09

NGC 1068............... 172.10 �51.93 1137 4 �115 60 �2 �8 11 57 7 13.98 0.06 0.05 13.87

PG 0953+414.......... 179.79 51.71 0.234 4 �125 100: 0 5 10 77: 4 14.45 0.03 0.04 14.34

Mrk 421 .................. 179.83 65.03 0.03 4 �130 100: 0 �4 10 79: 4 14.39a 0.03 0.03 14.35

NGC 985 ................ 180.84 �59.49 0.0431 3 �95 90 0 4 10 62 4 14.34 0.04 0.02 14.28

PG 0947+396.......... 182.85 50.75 0.2059 2 �65 100: 1 26 10 58: 4 14.54 0.07 0.04 14.43

NGC 3991............... 185.68 77.20 3192 1 �95 115 0 �3 11 71 5 14.47 0.11 0.02 14.46

Ton 1187................. 188.33 55.38 0.0699 2 �90 65 3 �4 10 51 5 14.35 0.08 0.02 14.27

HS 1102+3441 ........ 188.56 66.22 0.5099 1 �140 95: 2 �21 10 74: 5 14.71 0.07 0.03 14.67

PG 0844+349.......... 188.56 37.97 0.064 4 �85 120 6 29 11 70 4 14.52 0.02 0.02 14.31

SBS 0335�052 ........ 191.34 �44.69 4043 2 �70: 70: 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . <13.99 . . . . . . <13.84



Full details of the FUSE instrument and its in-flight per-
formance are found in Moos et al. (2000) and Sahnow et al.
(2000). The spectral integrations were obtained in the time-
tagged photon address mode with the objects centered in
the large (3000 � 3000) aperture of the LiF1 channel. Our
analysis has been restricted to data from the two FUSE LiF
channels since they provide most of the effective area of
FUSE at the wavelengths of the O vi doublet. The data

processing employed the standard CALFUSE (version
1.8.7) reduction software available at the Johns Hopkins
University in 200 November.

The zero point in the wavelength scale in the region of the
O vi ��1031.93, 1037.62 doublet was determined by regis-
tration of the atomic lines of Ar i �1048.22 and Si ii

�1020.70 to the H i 21 cm emission observed in or near the
direction of each object. The final adopted velocity scale

TABLE 2A—Continued

Object

(1)

l

(deg)

(2)

b

(deg)

(3)

z=v

(4)

Q

(5)

v�
(km s�1)

(6)

vþ
(km s�1)

(7)

vexp
(km s�1)

(8)

vobs
(km s�1)

(9)

�v
(10)

b

(km s�1)

(11)

�b
(12)

log N(O vi)

(cm�2)

(13)

�sc
(14)

�sys
(15)

logN sin jbj
(cm�2)

(16)

PG 0832+251.......... 199.49 33.15 0.3309 1 �90 120 16 4 11 77 4 14.51 0.07 0.02 14.25

PG 1001+291.......... 200.09 53.20 0.3297 1 �70 100: 8 25 10 59: 4 14.50 0.06 0.05 14.40

HE 0238�1904........ 200.48 �63.63 0.6309 1 �120 110 5 0 10 82 5 14.33 0.09 0.02 14.28

Mrk 1095 ................ 201.69 �21.13 0.0322 3 �35 50 25 5 10 31 3 13.89 0.07 0.08 13.45

Mrk 36 .................... 201.76 66.49 614 1 �120 110 4 19 13 90 6 14.36 0.11 0.03 14.32

NGC 3504............... 204.60 66.04 1534 1 �70: 70: 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . <14.19 . . . . . . <14.15

PKS 0405�12.......... 204.93 �41.76 0.5725 4 �80 100 14 12 10 60 5 14.14 0.04 0.04 13.96

Mrk 618 .................. 206.72 �34.66 0.0355 2 �50 45 20 �2 10 30 3 14.27 0.07 0.04 14.02

NGC 4670............... 212.69 88.63 1069 3 �100 105 0 5 10 59 3 14.51 0.03 0.01 14.51

PG 1116+215.......... 223.36 68.21 0.1764 4 �55 115: 6 32 10 53: 3 14.26 0.03 0.03 14.23

Ton S210................. 224.97 �83.16 0.116 4 �120 95 1 �25 10 73 4 14.60 0.02 0.02 14.60

PG 1004+130.......... 225.12 49.12 0.2399 3 �130 100 17 �12 10 83 3 14.63 0.03 0.02 14.51

HE 0450�2958........ 231.13 �37.59 0.286 2 �85: 85: 27 . . . . . . . . . . . . <14.00 . . . . . . <13.79

NGC 1399............... 236.72 �53.63 1425 2 �50 70 14 0 10 38 6 14.10 0.11 0.06 14.01

Mrk 734 .................. 244.75 63.94 0.0502 2 �35 140: 7 82 11 60: 4 14.55 0.06 0.05 14.50

HE 0226�4110........ 253.94 �65.77 0.4949 4 �140 75 5 �33 10 76 3 14.25 0.03 0.02 14.21

PKS 0558�504........ 257.96 �28.57 0.137 3 �115 135 34 11 10 76 5 14.42 0.03 0.02 14.10

NGC 1705............... 261.08 �38.74 628 4 �120 120 21 29 11 70 5 14.39 0.02 0.09 14.19

PG 1211+143.......... 267.55 74.32 0.0816 3 �100 100 1 10 10 51 5 14.17 0.06 0.02 14.15

Mrk 771 .................. 269.44 81.74 0.063 1 �10 120 0 41 10 39 7 14.19 0.16 0.07 14.18

HE 1115�1735........ 273.65 39.64 0.217 1 �30: 90: 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . <13.92 . . . . . . <13.72

HE 1143�1810........ 281.85 41.71 0.0329 3 �75 100: 3 38 11 57: 4 14.56 0.04 0.05 14.38

ESO 265�G23 ........ 285.91 16.59 0.0559 1 �20 100 30 48 10 43 4 14.32 0.11 0.05 13.78

ESO 572�G34 ........ 286.12 42.12 1114 3 �100 100: 0 22 11 72: 5 14.47 0.04 0.06 14.30

3C 273.0.................. 289.95 64.36 0.1583 4 �110 105 �2 6 10 58 3 14.73a 0.01 0.01 14.68

Fairall 9 .................. 295.07 �57.83 0.047 2 �110 100: �6 24 11 79: 4 14.38 0.07 0.06 14.31

NGC 4649............... 295.88 74.34 1117 1 �105 70 �1 �37 12 71 5 14.31 0.13 0.04 14.29

Tol 1247�232 ......... 302.60 39.30 0.0479 2 �50 100: �16 37 10 52: 4 14.40 0.08 0.05 14.20

PG 1302�102.......... 308.59 52.16 0.2783 4 �65 70 �14 7 10 40 3 14.23 0.04 0.03 14.13

PG 1307+085.......... 316.79 70.71 0.155 3 �115 80 �4 �19 10 60 3 14.45 0.05 0.02 14.42

HE 1326�0516........ 320.07 56.07 0.5779 1 �100: 100: �13 . . . . . . . . . . . . <14.14 . . . . . . <14.06

ESO 141�G55 ........ 338.18 �26.71 0.036 4 �100 85 �41 3 10 52 3 14.50 0.02 0.02 14.15

Mrk 1383 ................ 349.22 55.12 0.0864 4 �100 100: �7 �3 10 55: 3 14.58a 0.02 0.01 14.49

PKS 2005�489........ 350.37 �32.60 0.0709 3 �100 120: �28 38 11 67: 4 14.78 0.02 0.03 14.51

Tol 1924�416 ......... 356.94 �24.10 2884 2 �70 95 �20 10 10 50 4 14.62 0.05 0.02 14.23

hLMCib .................. 278.66 �33.33 270 4 �36 175 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.51b 0.13b . . . 14.25

hSMCib................... 302.10 �44.43 150 4 �45 63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.10b 0.17b . . . 13.94

Notes.—The various entries in this table include (col. [1]) object name; (col. [2]) Galactic latitude; (col. [3]) Galactic longitude; (col. [4]) redshift, z, or radial
velocity, v (km s�1), (col. [5]) data quality (see x 2); (col. [6]) negative velocity integration limit; (col. [7]) positive velocity integration limit; (col. [8]) expected
average velocity of the O vi absorption assuming a corotating halo with an exponential scale height of 2.5 kpc and a turbulent velocity of 60 km s�1; (col. [9])
average observed LSR velocity of the O vi absorption; (col. [10]) 1 � random error in the observed velocity, the systematic velocity error is �10 km s�1; (col.
[11]) observed O vi velocity dispersion (see eq. [4]); (col. [12]) 1 � random error in the velocity dispersion; (col. [13]) log of O vi column density for the velocity
range v� to vþ based on the strong line of the doublet; (col. [14]) 1 � combined statistical and continuum placement errors in log N(O vi); (col. [15]) systematic
error in log N(O vi); (col. [16]) log of projected O vi column density.

a Wakker et al. 2003 summarize the results of measures of N(O vi)W/N(O vi)S for objects with S=N > 6:5 (Q ¼ 3 or 4) for which the continuum near O vi

�1037.62 is reliable. Here, N(O vi)W and N(O vi)S refer to values of Na(O vi) derived from the weak and strong component of the O vi doublet, respectively.
The integrations extend over a limited velocity range to avoid the contamination problems affecting the O vi �1037.62 line. If there is little or no unresolved line
saturation the value of N(O vi)W/N(O vi)S should be close to 1.0 (Savage & Sembach 1991). Wakker et al. 2003 find that for 15 of 20 objects N(O vi)W/
N(O vi)S is within 1 � of 1.0 implying little or no line saturation. For five objects the values ofN(O vi)W/N(O vi)S suggest some saturation. The results for those
six cases are listed in Table 2B.

b Average values of log N(O vi) in the Milky Way halo in the directions of the LMC and SMC are listed along with the standard deviations. The measure-
ments are fromHowk et al. 2002a, 2002b, and Hoopes et al. 2002. For the direction to the LMC, values of log N(O vi) toward 12 LMC stars range from 14.22
to 14.67 for integrations extending over the LSR velocity range averaging from �36 to 175 km s�1. For a narrower velocity range averaging from �50 to 50
km s�1, the values of logN(O vi) range from 13.61 to 14.23 with an average of 14.02 and a standard deviation of 0.18. log N(O vi) in theMilkyWay toward 11
SMC stars ranges from 13.77 to 14.39 and the velocity range of theMilkyWay halo absorption on average extends from�45 to 63 km s�1. The substantial dis-
persion in the observed values of log N(O vi) of 0.13 and 0.17 dex forMilkyWay halo gas toward the LMC and SMC, respectively, shows that the irregularity
in the distribution ofMilkyWayO vi extends to angular scales as small as 5� to 0=05 (Howk et al. 2002a).
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includes an additional positive correction of 10 km s�1 to
the O vi �1037.62 line in order to bring it into agreement
with the velocity observed for the O vi �1031.93 line (see
x 3.4 in Wakker et al. 2003). The resulting velocity registra-
tion of the O vi data should be accurate to�10 to 20 km s�1

(2 �) depending on the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the
spectra. FUSE spectra are oversampled by the detectors
with �0.0065 Å pixel�1 (�2.0 km s�1 pixel�1) before addi-
tional binning at wavelengths near the O vi absorption. This
pixel size can be compared to the instrumental spectral line
spread function, which is approximated by a Gaussian with
FWHM � 20 25 km s�1 at the O vi doublet for LiF1A
spectra. Therefore, depending on the S/N of the observa-
tion, the final spectra were rebinned by factors of 5, 10, or
15 to binned pixel widths of�10, 20, or 30 km s�1.

For the brightest objects with excellent quality LiF1A
observations, our analysis is based on data from that chan-
nel alone because of its superior resolution and S/N. For
the lower quality data, the spectra from the two LiF chan-
nels were combined into a single spectrum. Combined spec-
tra have a slightly lower resolution than spectra based only

on LiF1 observations. In Table 2A a numerical data quality
assessment is listed in column (5), where quality 4 implies
excellent data with the observed S=N > 14 in the continuum
adjacent to the O vi �1031.93 line in a 10 pixel bin which is
equivalent to one resolution element. Quality 3 implies good
data with S=N ¼ 9 to 14; quality 2 implies fair data with
S=N ¼ 5 to 9; and quality 1 implies poor data with S=N ¼ 3
to 5.

Sample FUSE spectra from the LiF1A channel extending
from 1020 to 1045 Å are shown for Mrk 421, Mrk 1095, and
PKS 2005�489 in Figure 2. Galactic atomic absorption
lines are identified and Galactic H2 lines are indicated with
the tick marks above the spectra. Terrestrial emission lines
are also identified below each spectrum. The O vi �1037.62
line is often confused by blending with C ii* �1037.02 and
the H2 (5–0) R(1) and P(1) lines at 1037.15 and 1038.16 Å.
The O vi �1031.93 line is usually relatively free of blending,
since the H2 (6–0) P(3) and R(4) lines are often relatively
weak and are displaced in velocity by �214 and 125 km s�1

from the rest O vi velocity. H2 is strong in the spectrum of
Mrk 1095, moderate in strength toward PKS 2005�489,

Fig. 2.—Portions of the FUSE LiF1A spectra of Mrk 421, Mrk 1095, and PKS 2005�489 covering the wavelength range from 1015 to 1040 Å. Galactic
atomic absorption lines are identified. H2 lines are marked with the extra tick marks for Mrk 1095 and PKS 2005�489. H2 absorption toward Mrk 421 is not
detected between 1015 and 1040 Å. The weaker O vi �1037.62 line lies near strong absorption by C ii* �1037.02 and the H2 (5–0)R(1) andP(1) lines at 1037.15
and 1038.16 Å. The stronger O vi �1031.93 line is usually relatively free of blending since the nearby H2 (6–0) P(3) andR(4) lines at 1031.19 and 1032.35 Å are
generally weak. Terrestrial emission fromH i Ly� �1025.72 and lines of O i are identified with the circled plus signs.
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and absent in the spectrum ofMrk 421. The O vi absorption
toward Mrk 1095 is very weak but is very strong toward
PKS 2005�489.

3. ABSORPTION LINE MEASUREMENTS

Information about O vi in the Milky Way halo has
been derived from the relatively blend-free O vi �1031.93

line. For 20 lines of sight it is possible to obtain reliable
information from the O vi �1037.62 line over a restricted
velocity range near the line center typically from LSR
velocities of ��70 to 100 km s�1. For the other lines of
sight severe blending or low S/N limits the value of the O
vi �1037.62 observations. Absorption profiles for the O vi

�1031.93 line are shown versus LSR velocity in Figure 3
for a sample of 12 objects. The continuum placement

Fig. 3.—Sample of the O vi �1031.93 absorption line profiles fromWakker et al. (2003) is displayed. Flux (10�14 erg cm�2 s�1 Å�1) is plotted against LSR
velocity with the solid line showing the continuum placement including an estimate of the contaminating H2 (6–0) R(3) and R(4) absorption when necessary.
In the case of H1821+643 a strong absorption component in O vi associated with the planetary nebulaK1-16 is shown at�13 km s�1 (see x 8.6).
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shown is normally quite reliable since most of the objects
are AGNs, which usually have well-defined power-law
continua.

Along the sight lines where the H2 (6–0) P(3) and R(4)
lines at 1031.19 and 1032.35 Å blend with O vi, the expected
strength of the contamination is based on an analysis of
other H2 J ¼ 3 and 4 absorption lines in the spectrum (see
x 3.8 in Wakker et al. 2003). The estimated H2 absorption
line profiles have been plotted on the O vi absorption meas-
urements shown in Figure 3. The H2 absorption features
near �214 and 125 km s�1 are usually not a problem for
measurements of O vi absorption at velocities more than
�20 km s�1 away from these two absorption lines.

With the exception of NGC 7469, the (6–0) R(0) line of
HD at 1031.91 Å makes a negligible contribution to the O vi

�1031.93 absorption because the total H2 column densities
are small for these high-latitude lines of sight through the
low-density halo. For NGC 7469 we applied a correction to
the HD absorption in the core of the O vi �1031.93 line by
fitting the extra narrow absorption feature (see Wakker
et al. 2003).

Equivalent widths for the O vi �1031.93 line are given by
Wakker et al. (2003; see their x 4.2 and Table 2) for the
absorption we associate with the thick disk/halo O vi of the
Milky Way based on integrations over the LSR velocity
range from v� to vþ listed in columns (6) and (7) of Table
2A. The O vi absorption lines are relatively broad and are
generally resolved by the FUSE observations. For O vi at
3� 105 K, the temperature at which O vi peaks in abun-
dance under conditions of collisional ionization equili-
brium, the thermal Doppler contribution to the O vi line
width corresponds to b ¼ 17:7 km s�1 (FWHM ¼ 29:4 km
s�1), where b ¼ ð2kT=mOÞ1=2 is the standard Doppler
spread parameter. The expected thermal width of the O vi

line is therefore comparable to the FUSE resolution of 20–
25 km s�1 at the O vi doublet. Since the O vi lines are usually
resolved, reliable column densities can be obtained using the
apparent optical depth method (Savage & Sembach 1991),
where the apparent column density per unit velocity is given
by

NaðvÞ½ions cm�2 ðkm s�1Þ�1� ¼ ðmec=�e
2Þð f �Þ�1�aðvÞ

¼ 3:768� 1014ð f �Þ�1�aðvÞ :
ð1Þ

In equation (1), f is the oscillator strength of the line, � is the
wavelength of the line in Å, and �aðvÞ is the observed or
apparent absorption optical depth defined by

�aðvÞ ¼ ln½FcðvÞ=FðvÞ� ; ð2Þ

where FðvÞ and FcðvÞ are the observed and estimated contin-
uum fluxes at velocity v. If an absorption line is fully re-
solved, then NaðvÞ ¼ NðvÞ, where NðvÞ is the actual column
density per unit velocity. If the lines are only partially re-
solved, a comparison of NaðvÞ for the weak and strong line
of a doublet allows an assessment of the possible presence of
unresolved saturated absorption in the instrumentally
blurred recording of the absorption. When the values of
NaðvÞ for the two doublet absorption lines agree, the simula-
tions by Savage & Sembach (1991) imply that unresolved
saturated absorption is not likely affecting the derived
column densities (also see Jenkins 1996).

Fig. 4.—Examples of the analysis process for investigating saturation in
the O vi profiles for PKS 2005�489 andMrk 279. For each object the upper
two panels show absorption line profiles for the O vi ��1031.93 and
1037.62 lines plotted against LSR velocity. For the O vi �1031.93 absorp-
tion the smooth solid line shows the continuum and H2 (6–0) R(3) and R(4)
absorption correction when needed. For the O vi �1037.62 absorption, the
smooth line only shows the continuum, since a correction for the H2 (5–0)
R(1) and P(2) and C ii* absorption has not been attempted. The lower
panel for each object shows the derived apparent column density profiles,
NaðvÞ from the strong (thick line) and weak (thin line) O vi absorption. The
units for NaðvÞ are atoms cm�2 (km s�1)�1. For PKS 2005�489 these two
curves agree well from �40 to 130 km s�1. For Mrk 279 the agreement is
good from �50 to 100 km s�1. The good agreement for NaðvÞ for the weak
and strong O vi lines implies that unresolved saturation is not affecting the
O vi profiles. At velocities outside the indicated ranges the disagreement
between the NaðvÞ curves for the strong and weak O vi lines is due to the
various contaminating ISM lines spanning the region of the weak O vi

�1037.62 absorption.
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In Figure 4 we compare the O vi doublet values of NaðvÞ
for two extragalactic lines of sight for cases in which the
spectral line blending of the O vi �1037.62 line is not severe.
The comparison is generally only possible over a limited
velocity range near the line center of the O vi �1037.62
absorption. The extra features on the NaðvÞ profile for the
weak line are from the contaminating H2 and C ii* lines
identified on the panels displaying the O vi �1037.62
absorption profiles. The good agreement between the NaðvÞ
curves for the weak and strong lines over the velocity range
from �50 to 100 km s�1 for PG 2005�489 and Mrk 279
implies that there is no unresolved saturated absorption in
the observed profiles for these objects and that the NaðvÞ
profiles for the relatively uncontaminated O vi �1031.93 line
should give a reliable measure of the true column density
per unit velocity blurred to the FUSE resolution.

Larger values ofNaðvÞ for the weak O vi line compared to
the strong line (deviating by >1 �) are measured for 5 of 20
O vi survey objects that have been observed with high
enough S/N to make the comparison meaningful (see x 4.3
and Fig. 8 in Wakker et al. 2003). Table 2B provides more
information about the results for the five objects where the
measurements imply some saturation. In that table we list
the object name, the ratio of the weak line and strong line
column densities integrated over the uncontaminated por-
tions of the line profiles, NW=NS, and the error. In addition
we list the logarithmic saturation correction, Dlog N(corr),
to the measured column density for the strong line using the
saturation correction method recommended by Savage &
Sembach (1991, see their Table 4). An improved estimate
for the column density for these six objects is therefore
log N = log NS + Dlog N(corr), where log NS is the inte-
grated logarithmic column density for the strong line from
column (13) of Table 2A. Since Table 2A only contains the
strong line results, the correction we have determined from
Savage & Sembach (1991) has been adjusted so that it can
be applied to the strong rather than the weak absorption
line. The saturation correction is large for only one object
(0.57 dex for Mrk 421). For the other four objects modest
saturation corrections ranging from 0.11 to 0.24 dex are
implied.

Our ability to reliably study saturation effects in the O vi

�1031.93 line through a comparison with the O vi �1037.62
line is limited to only 20 objects. We have therefore chosen
to base our scientific analysis of these observations on the
O vi strong line values of the apparent column density listed
in Table 2A. Based on finding evidence for saturation in 5 of
20 cases where saturation information is available, we esti-
mate that unresolved saturation may be affecting about 25%
of the values of log N listed in Table 2A. However, large
(�0.5 dex) saturation corrections are probably limited to
�5% of the lines of sight.

In Table 2A columns (6)–(16) we list the basic interstellar
absorption line measurements for each object. The quanti-
ties listed include v�, vþ, vexp, vobs, �v, b, �b, log N(O vi),
�sc, �sys, and log [N(O viÞ sin jbj]. Here log N(O vi) =
log [

R
NaðvÞdv], where we set limits to the column density

integration for gas associated with the thick O vi disk of the
Milky Way from v� and vþ (see x 4), and the integration is
over NaðvÞ for the strong line of the doublet at 1031.93 Å.
The values of v� and vþ with attached colons identify those
cases in which blending with high-velocity gas absorption
causes the velocity extent of the lower velocity absorption to
be uncertain (see x 4.1.3 inWakker et al. 2003).

To study the effects of Galactic rotation on the absorp-
tion line profiles, we have calculated the quantity, vexp,
which is the column density weighted average LSR velocity
expected for O vi absorption toward each object assuming
that the O vi arises in a corotating plane-parallel exponen-
tial gas layer with a scale height of h ¼ 2:5 kpc and a velocity
dispersion of b ¼ 60 km s�1. The corotation assumption
uses the Galactic rotation curve of Clemens (1985) and
requires gas at large distances from the Galactic plane to
have the same rotational speed as gas in the underlying disk.
Our estimate of vexp ignores the effects of gas flowing onto
or away from the Galactic plane. The O vi scale height is
quite uncertain because of the large irregularity in the distri-
bution of Galactic O vi and the asymmetry between the
Galactic north and south polar regions (see x 6). We take
h ¼ 2:5 kpc as a representative value. When computing the
expected average velocity, we assumed the gas layer ends at
z ¼ 10 kpc.

Table 2A also contains the average LSR velocities and
velocity dispersions for the thick disk absorption. These
were computed from the expressions

vobs ¼
Z

vNaðvÞdv=
Z

NaðvÞdv ; ð3Þ

b ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p � Z
ðv� vobsÞ2NaðvÞdv=

Z
NaðvÞdv

�1=2
: ð4Þ

The velocity dispersion, b, is similar to the Doppler spread
parameter commonly used in the Voigt profile fitting of
interstellar absorption lines. The calculation of b does not
allow for instrumental blurring or unresolved saturated
structure within the lines. Both effects are relatively small
for the broad O vi lines considered here. This velocity dis-
persion measures the combined effects of thermal Doppler
line broadening, the multiple component nature of the
absorption, interstellar turbulence, Galactic flows, and
Galactic rotation.

The various errors listed (�v and �b) are the errors in vobs
and b. The error in vobs is based on a quadrature addition of
the statistical error and the 10 km s�1 velocity alignment

TABLE 2B

Objects for Which the Measurements Imply

Some Saturation

Object N(O vi)W/N(O vi)S Dlog N(corr)

Mrk 421 ................ 1.60� 0.18 0.57

PG 1259+593........ 1.29� 0.11 0.24

Mrk 817 ................ 1.28� 0.07 0.23

Mrk 1383 .............. 1.23� 0.08 0.19

3C 273................... 1.13� 0.04 0.11

Notes.—Here Dlog N(corr), is the saturation correction that
must be applied to the value of log NS in Table 2A to approxi-
mately correct for the presence of unresolved saturation. The cor-
rection was derived following the technique recommended by
Savage & Sembach 1991 (see their Table 4) but modified so that the
correction can be applied to the strong line value of log Na(O vi).
The implied correction is large for Mrk 421 and relatively modest
for the other four objects. In two cases (PG 1259+593 and Mrk
1383) the fitted continua for the O vi �1037.62 may be high. Alter-
nate continuum choices would help to remove some, but not all, of
the difference between the weak and strong line measures of
N(O vi).
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error. The error for b is the statistical error. Except for cases
of overlapping low- and high-velocity absorption, the sys-
tematic error in b should be small, since the value is mea-
sured relative to the value of vobs. For the overlapping cases
we have attached a colon to the listed value of b to indicate
additional uncertainty from the blending. Statistical (pho-
ton counting) errors combined with continuum placement
errors, ��sc, and systematic errors, ��sys are listed for
log N(O vi). The systematic error includes our estimate for
a combination of fixed-pattern noise errors, velocity cutoff
errors, and uncertainties associated with deblending H2 in
several cases. The derivation of these errors is discussed in
Wakker et al. (2003).

At the end of Table 2A, we include for comparison the
average values of log N(O vi) and standard deviations for
the Milky Way halo gas absorption along lines of sight to
the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds (LMC and SMC)
from Howk et al (2002a) and Hoopes et al. (2002). The rela-
tively large standard deviations of 0.13 and 0.17 dex for
Milky Way halo gas absorption toward stars in the LMC
and SMC reveals that the irregularity in the distribution of
O vi extends to small angular scales (see Howk et al. 2002a
and x 5).

4. SEPARATING THE THICK O vi DISK ABSORPTION
FROM HIGH-VELOCITY CLOUD ABSORPTION

The lines of sight to the objects observed in this program
pass through Milky Way disk gas, thick disk/halo gas,
intermediate-velocity clouds (IVCs), high-velocity clouds
(HVCs), and may even sample intergalactic O vi in the
Local Group of galaxies. At highGalactic latitude the divid-
ing lines in velocity between high, intermediate, and low
velocity are generally at jvLSRj ¼ 90 and 30 km s�1, although
the effects of Galactic rotation must also be considered. The
O vi absorption and NaðvÞ profiles shown in Figures 3 and
4, and in Wakker et al. (2003), trace a complex set of proc-
esses and phenomena involving hot gas in the Milky Way
disk, thick disk/halo, and beyond. Clearly separating the
absorption produced by the various phenomena based on
the kinematical imprints is a major challenge. We refer to
O vi in the Milky Way disk-halo interface extending several
kpc away from the Galactic plane as the ‘‘ thick disk O vi.’’

The O vi profiles exhibit a diversity of strengths and
kinematical behavior. Disk, and thick disk O vi is clearly
detected within the general velocity range from approxi-
mately �90 to 90 km s�1 toward 91 of the 102 objects listed
in Table 2A. In addition, the absorption profiles reveal O vi

at high velocities with jvLSRj ranging from �100 to 400 km
s�1 in �60% of the lines of sight. The O vi absorption at
high-velocity is considered by Sembach et al. (2003). We
consider aspects of the O vi high-velocity sky in this paper
because the absorption it produces sometimes blends with
O vi absorption occurring in the thick disk region.

Whenever a known H i HVC is present along the line of
sight to an object, we usually see associated high-velocity
O vi absorption that spans the approximate velocity range
of the H i HVC. The best examples include the following:
(1) The clear detection of strong O vi absorption associated
with Complex C in the directions to Mrk 279, Mrk 290,
Mrk 501, Mrk 506, Mrk 817, Mrk 876, PG 1259+593, PG
1351+640, and PG 1626+554. (2) The detection of strong
O vi absorption associated with the Magellanic Stream in

the direction of Fairall 9, NGC 7714, NGC 7469, and PG
2349�15. (3) The detection of O vi in the warped outer
regions of the Milky Way toward H1821+643 and 3C
382.0. (4) The presence of O vi absorption at velocities that
suggests an association with known H iHVCs, but in direc-
tions situated several degrees beyond the traditional H i

boundaries of the HVCs as seen in 21 cm emission. These
include NGC 1705, PKS 0558�304, Mrk 509, ESO
265�G23, PG 0052+251, andMrk 357.

The high-velocity O vi also reveals other phenomena.
Toward a number of objects, a very broad positive velocity
wing of O vi absorption is sometimes seen extending from
v � 100 to 200 km s�1 or even to 300 km s�1. There are
also O vi HVCs isolated in velocity that do not have an
associated H iHVC.

In order to study the thick disk O vi, it is necessary to sep-
arate the absorption it produces from the absorption arising
from other phenomena. In the case of Complex C and the
Magellanic Stream, the origin of the high-velocity O vi

absorption is clearly due to processes unrelated to those
associated with O vi in the thick disk. Complex C traces the
infall of low-metallicity gas falling onto the Milky Way
(Wakker et al.1999; Gibson et al. 2001; Richter et al.
2001b), while the Magellanic Stream likely traces tidal mat-
ter pulled from the SMC (Gardiner & Noguchi 1996; Lu et
al. 1998; Gibson et al. 2000). However, in other cases the
high-velocity O vi absorption may be related to the proc-
esses that cause matter to move from the Galactic disk into
the halo. For example, the high positive velocity wings of
O vi absorption could represent the detection of outflowing
hot gas participating in a Galactic fountain flow. The O vi

absorption associated with gas in the outer warped region
of the Milky Way probably has an origin more closely
related to that for thick disk O vi than for other HVC phe-
nomena. It therefore appears reasonable to consider the
absorption associated with the warp to be part of the thick
disk O vi absorption.

The velocity ranges we have adopted for reporting col-
umn densities of the O vi absorption at low, intermediate,
and high velocities are illustrated in Figure 5. The velocity
ranges plotted for the objects in the figure are ordered
by Galactic longitude. They are also separated into four
different latitude intervals: b < �50�, �50� < b < 0�;
0� < b < 50�, and b > 50�. The thickness of the line is
proportional to the column density measured over the
velocity extent of the line.

For �75% of the sight lines, we find that either the high-
velocity absorption is isolated from the low-velocity absorp-
tion or there is no high-velocity O vi down to an equivalent
width limit of 65 mÅ. The thick disk O vi absorption for
these cases is found to be mostly limited to the velocity
range from�120 to 120 km s�1, although it might extend to
�135 km s�1 in some cases, or be limited to �70 km s�1 in
others. Toward HVC Complex C, the O vi absorption
always extends to more negative velocities, and the separa-
tion of absorption due to the thick disk and Complex C is
usually not clear. In these cases we found it necessary to split
the HVC and thick disk absorption at some reasonable
intermediate velocity based on the shape of the O vi profile
in combination with the 21 cm data. The systematic loga-
rithmic column density error associated with changing the
integration range of the thick disk absorption by �15 km
s�1 is included in the value of �sys listed in column (15) of
Table 2A.
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The IVCs have gas-phase abundances similar to the abun-
dances of gas found in the disk (Richter et al. 2001a, 2001b)
and are known to be situated in the low halo at distances
away from the Galactic plane ranging from 0.5 to 2 kpc
(Wakker 2001). The IVC phenomenon is probably con-
nected to the processes that create the thick gaseous disk.
We have therefore included the velocity range of the IVCs in
our integration range for the O viwe associate with the thick
disk. In columns (6) and (7) of Table 2A, we list the velocity
integration range we have adopted for measuring equivalent
widths and log N(O vi) associated with O vi in the thick disk
of the Milky Way. Additional comments about separating
thick disk and HVC absorption are found in Wakker et al.
(2003) and Sembach et al. (2003).

5. COLUMN DENSITY DISTRIBUTION FOR THE
THICK DISK ABSORPTION

Relatively strongOvi absorption associatedwith the thick
disk ofGalactic O vi is observed toward 91 of the 102 objects
in our program. Various O vi column density averages are
given in Table 3. The values of log N(O vi) range from 13.85
(for NGC 7714) to 14.78 (for PKS 2005�489). The 3 � limits
on log N(O vi) for the 11 nondetections range from 13.75 to
14.23. The nondetections are from the lower quality observa-
tions (quality 1 and 2), and the 3 � column density limits are
generally larger than the smallest column densities recorded
by the higher quality observations (quality 3 and 4). The
equivalent column density perpendicular to the Galactic

Fig. 5.—Overall kinematical behavior of the O vi-bearing gas in the Milky Way halo. The horizontal bars display the LSR velocity ranges of the O vi

absorption. The width of each bar is a measure of the value of the column density in each velocity range. The observations are grouped according to l and b
with l increasing from 0 to 360� from the bottom to the top of the figure. The four separate panels divide observations for ranges of latitude:�90� < b < �50�;
�50� < b < 0�; 0� < b < 50�; and 50� < b < 90�. O vi absorption with jvj > 120 km s�1 is detected along a large percentage (65%) of the lines of sight. The
absorption we associate with the thick disk of the Milky Way is mostly confined to the velocity range from �100 to 100 km s�1. The separation between the
thick disk absorption and the high-velocity absorption is clear in some cases and ambiguous in other cases (see x 4).
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Fig. 6.—Number distribution of log N(O vi), log [N(O viÞ sin jbj], vobs (km s�1), and b (km s�1) for O vi absorption associated with the thick disk of the
Milky Way are shown in (a), (b), (c), and (d ), respectively. Ranges, medians, averages, and standard deviations of these quantities for various subsamples
of the objects are listed in Tables 3 and 4. In the histograms for log N(O vi) and log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] upper limits are indicated as detections. In the various
histograms the upper histogram is for the full object sample, while the thick line histogram is for Galactic polar objects with jbj > 45�.

TABLE 3

O vi Column Density Averages

Quantity Sample Number Median Average Stdev

log N(O vi)................... Full 91 14.38 14.36 0.18

Yes IVC 53 14.39 14.38 0.17

No IVC 37 14.34 14.35 0.20

log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] ....... Full 91 14.23 14.21 0.23

|b| = 15� to 45� 38 14.09 14.08 0.21

|b| = 45� to 60� 22 14.27 14.19 0.22

|b| = 60� to 90� 31 14.36 14.36 0.16

|b| = 45� to 90� 53 14.29 14.29 0.20

Yes IVC 53 14.22 14.21 0.21

No IVC 37 14.27 14.21 0.25

log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] ....... b> 0� 62 14.27 14.26 0.20

b= 15� to 45� 22 14.09 14.10 0.17

b= 45� to 60� 14 14.27 14.30 0.14

b= 60� to 90� 26 14.38 14.37 0.15

b= 45� to 90� 40 14.34 14.35 0.15

log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] ....... b< 0� 29 14.09 14.09 0.25

b=�15� to�45� 16 14.09 14.06 0.26

b=�45� to�60� 8 13.94 14.02 0.22

b=�60� to�90� 5 14.28 14.29 0.20

b=�45� to�90� 13 14.20 14.12 0.25

Note.—When computing these averages, the values of log N(O vi) for the 11 3 � upper limits
were not included.



plane, log [N(O viÞ sin jbj], ranges from 13.45 (forMrk 1095)
to 14.68 (for 3C 273). Figures 6a and 6b show histograms of
the distribution of log N(O vi) and log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] for
the 91 objects. The median, average, and standard deviation
of log N(O vi) are 14.38, 14.36, and 0.18, respectively, while

for log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] the values are 14.23, 14.21, and 0.23,
respectively. These numbers were calculated by omitting the
column-density limits for the 11 nondetections. Including
the nondetections would lower the averages slightly. How-
ever, that effect would be compensated by an increase in the

Fig. 7a

Fig. 7b

Fig. 7.—Distribution of log N(O vi) on the sky is plotted in these Aitoff projections with the Galactic center at the center in (a) and the Galactic anticenter
at the center in (b). Galactic longitude increases to the left in both figures. The values of log N(O vi) are coded as color circles with 12� radius surrounding the
direction to each object indicated with the small data point. The bar at the bottom of each panel indicates the conversion between log N(O vi) and color. Upper
limits are indicated by small colored circles with a 2=5 radius. The object identifications can be determined with reference to Figs. 1a and 1b. When two objects
lie with separations <12� the color area extends to a distance halfway between each object. The mottled appearance on some of the colored circles indicates
measurements with lower reliability. The multiple data points for the directions to the LMC and SMC indicate the large number of sight lines probed by stars
in these two galaxies (see Howk et al. 2002a, 2002b; Hoopes et al. 2002).
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averages if we could include an allowance for saturation in
the O vi �1031.93 profiles that may be affecting�25% of the
lines of sight (see x 3).

The distribution of values of log N(O vi) on the sky is
shown in Aitoff projections (Figs. 7a and 7b) and in polar

projections (Figs. 8a and 8b). The values of the O vi column
densities are coded as colored circles 12� in radius surround-
ing the small data points representing the direction to each
survey object. In directions where objects are closer together
than 12�, the color-coding extends halfway to the adjacent

Fig. 8a

Fig. 8b

Fig. 8.—Distribution of log N(O vi) on the sky is plotted in these equal area polar projections with the north Galactic pole center at the center in (a) and the
south Galactic pole at the center in (b). Galactic longitude increases in the clockwise sense in (a) and in the counter clockwise sense in (b). Measurements and
limits are indicated as colored circles with a 12� or 2=5 radius, respectively.When two objects lie with separations<12� the color area extends to a distance half-
way between each object. The color coding for the values of log N(O vi) is the same as in Figs. 7a and 7b. Themottled appearance on some of the colored circles
indicates measurements with lower reliability. The multiple data points for the directions to the LMC and SMC indicate the large number sight lines probed
by stars in these two galaxies (see Howk et al. 2002a, 2002b; Hoopes et al. 2002).
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object. Upper limits are denoted with the small, 2=5 radius,
colored circles. The choice of 12� radius circles provides the
visual impression that the covering factor of O vi is large,
which is consistent with the high detection frequency of
thick disk O vi toward the 102 survey objects. Figures 9a
and 9b contain Aitoff projections of the O vi column den-
sities coded as circles with sizes proportional to log N(O vi).
Column density limits are displayed as downward-pointing
triangles with sizes proportional to the 3 � limit. In Figure
9a the O vi measurements are plotted along with the con-

tours of the nonthermal Galactic Radio Loops I–IV as
defined by Berkhuijsen, Haslam, & Salter (1971). In Figure
9b the O vi measurements are superposed on a gray-scale
representation of the 0.25 keV X-ray background as
recorded by ROSAT (Snowden et al. 1997). The relation-
ships between O vi, the soft X-ray background, and the
Radio Loops are discussed in xx 9.3 and 9.4.

The distribution of O vi on the sky is quite irregular. The
directions in the sky with low values of log N(O vi) include
the region in the direction of l � 64� to 172� and b � �41�

Fig. 9a

Fig. 9b

Fig. 9.—Values of log N(O vi) for the thick disk of theMilkyWay are represented as circles displayed in these Aitoff projections of the sky with the Galactic
center at the center of the figures andGalactic longitude increasing to the left. The circle size is proportional to log N(O vi) according to the code shown.Upper
limits to log N(O vi) are denoted with triangles with a size proportional to the limit. In (a) the values of log N(O vi) are displayed as filled symbols and the con-
tours of nonthermal Galactic Radio Loops as defined by Berkhuijsen et al. (1971) are shown as the solid lines. In (b) the values of log N(O vi) are displayed
with the open symbols, and the gray scale shows the 0.25 keVX-ray sky diffuse background count rate as measured byROSAT (Snowden et al. 1997).
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to �59� sampled by Mrk 926, PG 2349�014, NGC 7714,
NGC 7469, Mrk 1502, Mrk 335, NGC 1068, NGC 588,
NGC 595, and UGC 12163 with log N(O viÞ < 14:23,
<13.97, 13.85, 13.96, 14.00, 14.07, 13.87, <14.07, <13.75,
and 14.00, respectively, and the region around l � 201� to
231� and b � �21� to � 37� sampled by Mrk 1095,
PKS 0405�012, HE 0450�2958, and SBS 0335�052
with log N(O viÞ ¼ 13:89, 14.10, <14.00, and <13.99,
respectively.

Isolated directions to individual objects with low values
or limits for log N(O vi) adjacent to objects with relatively
large O vi column densities include HE 1115�1753
(l ¼ 273=65, b ¼ 39=64) with log N(O viÞ < 13:92, which is
6=6 from HE 1143�1810 with log N(O viÞ ¼ 14:56 and PG
0052+251 (l ¼ 123=91, b ¼ �37=44) with log N(O viÞ <
13:97, which is 6=8 fromMrk 357 with log N(O viÞ ¼ 14:40.

Directions with the highest values of log N(O vi), ranging
from 14.60 to 14.78, include PKS 2005�489, Mrk 509, and
Tol 1924�416 near the Galactic center to the south, Ton
S210 near the South Galactic Pole, 3C 273 inside the edge of
Galactic Radio Loop IV, and HS 1102+3441 at high lati-
tude toward the Galactic anticenter.

The large values of log N(O vi) toward PKS 2005�489,
Tol 1924�416, and Mrk 509 suggest an excess of O vi

absorption in directions extending toward the Galactic cen-
ter at negative latitudes, where we have a suitable number of
background objects. The excess in directions toward the
southern Galactic center is apparent in Figures 7a and 9a
and also includes the direction to ESO 141�G55. The aver-
age value of log N(O vi) is 14.63 for these four southern
Galactic center objects with l between 330� and 36� and b
between �24� and �33�. This can be compared to an aver-
age of 14.23 for the six other objects in the south with b
between�21� and�35� and l ranging from 63� to 258�. The
possible local and distant origins of this excess are discussed
in x 8.7.

Unfortunately, we cannot search for a similar excess in
the amount of O vi for directions over the northern Galactic
center for latitudes in the range from b ¼ 20� to 40�. For the
northern Galactic hemisphere there are no FUSE observa-
tions of extragalactic objects in the region of generally high
interstellar dust extinction associated with the Sco-Oph
region in directions extending from l ¼ 310� to 40� and
b ¼ 0� to 40�.

The irregular distribution of O vi in the Galaxy is clearly
revealed in Figure 10, where values of log N(O vi) and
log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] are shown plotted against Galactic
longitude and latitude. Figure 10 also shows that there are
substantial differences in the values of log N(O vi) and log
[N(O viÞ sin jbj] in the northern Galactic hemisphere com-
pared to the southern Galactic hemisphere. Table 3 contains
averages over various ranges of Galactic latitude for the
measured O vi column densities.

At low latitudes (15� < b < 45�) the average values of
log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] are similar in the north and south.

1. North (15� < b < 45�): hlog½NðO viÞ sin jbj�i ¼
14:10� 0:17(stdev) averaged over 22 objects.
2. South (�45� < jbj < �15�): hlog [N(O viÞ sin jbj�i ¼

14:06� 0:26 (stdev) averaged over 16 objects.

However, these values are affected by incomplete sampling
of the sky in directions with high interstellar obscuration
from dust, particularly in the north in the region
15� < b < 45� and 330� < l < 30�.

For jbj > 45� the observations should not be seriously
impacted by incomplete sky coverage bias introduced by
local obscuration effects. It is therefore interesting to
directly compare the average values of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj]
over the north and south Galactic polar regions:

1. North (45� < b < 90�): hlog [N(O viÞ sin jbj�i ¼
14:35� 0:15 (stdev) averaged over 40 objects.
2. South (�90� < b < �45�): hlog [N(O viÞ sin jbj�i ¼

14:12� 0:25 (stdev) averaged over 13 objects.

There is a large excess of 0.20 to 0.30 dex in the average
value of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] for the north Galactic Polar
region with (45� < b < 90�) compared to lower latitude
directions in the north and to the entire southern Galactic
sky. While incomplete sky coverage at the lower latitudes in
the north is probably affecting the derived value for this
excess, the difference between the averages for the north
and the south are quite striking. The excess in
log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] in the north is mostly responsible for the
difference seen in Figure 6b between the histogram for the
entire sky (thin line) and for jbj > 45� (thick line).

The observations displayed in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10
reveal considerable variation in the value of log N(O vi)
from one sight line to the next. At angular separations from
0=5 to 5� toward stars observed in the LMC (Howk et al.
2002a) and from 0=05 to 3=3 for stars observed in the SMC
(Hoopes et al. 2002), Howk et al. (2002a) have found star to
star differences in log N(O vi) for gas in the MilkyWay halo
with average differences of 0.21 and 0.20 dex, respectively.
The standard deviations in the values of logN(O vi) for
Milky Way halo gas toward the LMC and SMC of 0.13 and
0.17 dex, respectively, are comparable to the standard devi-
ation of 0.18 found for the FUSE full sample of 91 objects
listed in Table 3. The standard deviation of logN(O vi)
in the LMC sample increases to 0.18 dex if the velocity
range of the integration is restricted to�50 to 50 km s�1 (see
footnote b in Table 2A).

The variation we see in Figures 7–9 reveals that the levels
of small angular scale variation in logN(O vi) observed
toward the LMC and SMC also extend to larger angular
scales. In the top panel of Figure 11 we show the relative
variation in N(O vi), DN(O vi)ij/N(O vi)ij, for object pairs
plotted against the angular separation of the pair, Dhij, in
degrees. Here DN(O viÞij ¼ N(O viÞi �N(O vi)j and
N(O viÞij ¼ ½N(O viÞi þN(O viÞj�=2. Only pairs with errors
in DN(O viÞij=N(O vi)ij of 	0.25 are included in this analy-
sis. The dashed lines in the middle panel show hDN(O vi)ij/
N(O vi)iji and the dispersion, �[DN(O vi)ij/N(O vi)ij], versus
hDhijiwith the average taken over a 15� range of Dhij but dis-
played every 5�. The solid lines in the middle panel show the
90%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 10% levels in the distribution of
DN(O viÞij=N(O vi)ij over 15� versus hDhiji, with the 50%
(median) level plotted as the thick solid line. The average of
DN(O vi)ij/N(O vi) ij hardly changes as a function of hDhiji.
It ranges from an average of 0.35 at small hDhiji to a
maximum of 0.55 in the range of hDhiji from 80� to 120�

and declines to 0.4 at hDhiji � 170�. This behavior places
constraints on the spatial properties of the O vi absorbing
structures in the Galaxy (see x 10).

The lower panel of Figure 11 shows the relative variation
in the H i column density hDN(H i)ij/N(H i)iji as a function
of hDhiji calculated in exactly the same way as for O vi. The
H i column densities are from the sources discussed by
Wakker et al. (2003) and cover the same velocity range as
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for O vi except for a few cases where such an integration
would break anH i IVC component into two. The H i obser-
vations refer to the column density averaged over radio
antenna beams having an extent of typically 200. The
behavior of the variations found for H i as a function of
hDhiji is roughly similar to that found for O vi except the
peak amplitude of the variation in H i for hDhiji between 60�

and 130� is somewhat larger (�0.80 vs.�0.55 for O vi).

6. THE EXTENSION OF O vi AWAY FROM THE
GALACTIC PLANE

The large O vi column densities measured along extraga-
lactic sight lines imply a substantial amount of O vi is situ-
ated in the Galactic thick disk at large distances away from
the plane of the Galaxy. In the Galactic disk, the average
density of O vi determined from Copernicus satellite data

Fig. 10.—Values of log N(O vi) and log N(O vi) sin b for the Milky Way thick-disk absorption are plotted against l and b. Measurements reported as 3 �
upper limits are plotted with the downward-pointing arrows. The appearance of this figure probably is affected by sample bias (see Fig. 1). For example, dust
obscuration in the Sco-Oph region results in a deficiency of data points in the region l ¼ 320� to 50� and b ¼ 20� to 50�. This is a direction in the sky where the
values of log N(O vi) are likely to be large. In (e) the cross-hatched region indicates the expected positions for measurements described by a simple plane-
parallel distribution for O vi absorbing structures with a scale height of 2.3 kpc, average midplane density of 1:7� 10�8 cm�3, implying
log [N(O viÞ sin jbj� ¼ 14:09, and a degree of irregularity with a standard deviation of 0.25 dex. While this simple model roughly describes the observations for
the southernGalactic hemisphere and for b < 45� in the north, it underestimates the values of log N(O vi) from b ¼ 45� to 90�.
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for stars with d < 2 kpc is found to be 2� 10�8 cm�3 (Jen-
kins 1978b; Savage et al. 2000). New FUSE observations of
more distant stars imply a somewhat smaller average of
1:7� 10�8 cm�3 (Jenkins, Bowen, & Sembach 2001).
Assuming a plane-parallel stratification for the patchy
distribution of O vi absorbing structures in an exponential
atmosphere with a scale height, h, and an average O vimid-

plane density of hn0ðO viÞi ¼ 2� 10�8 cm�3, Savage et al.
(2000) estimated an O vi scale height of 2.7 kpc based on the
median value of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj� ¼ 14:21 toward the 11
objects in the first FUSE extragalactic sample. The scale
height follows from N?(O viÞ ¼ N(O viÞ sin jbj ¼ n0(O vi)h
and allowed for the irregular distribution of the absorbing
structures through the inclusion of a 0.21 dex patchiness

Fig. 11.—DN(O viÞij ¼ N(O viÞi �NðO vi)j for ij pairs of observations with �[DN(O vi)� < 0:25 is displayed in the upper panel as a function of the angular
separation between the ij pairs, Dhij (degrees). The different symbols indicate north to north Galactic hemisphere pairs (small solid circles), north to south
Galactic hemisphere pairs (crosses), and south to south Galactic hemisphere pairs (small open circles). In the upper panel DN(O vi)ij/N(O vi)ij is displayed
whereN(O viÞij ¼ ðN(O viÞi þN(O viÞjÞ=2. In the middle panel averages (thick dashed line) and dispersions (thin dashed line) ofDN(O vi)ij/N(O vi)ij are shown
averaged over ranges in Dhij of 15

� and plotted every 5�. The 90%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 10% levels of DN(O vi)ij/N(O vi)ij measured over 15� wide intervals in
Dhij are also shown. Note that the level of irregularity in the distribution of O vi hardly changes as Dhij ranges from several to 170�. For results over small
angular scales ranging from 0=05 to 5� in the directions to the LMC and SMC see Howk et al. (2002a). In the lower panel similar variability results averaged
over 15� ranges in Dhij are shown for H i. hDN(H i)ij/N(H i)iji is plotted vs. hDhiji, where the individual values of N(H i)i and N(H i)j are obtained from the
21 cm emission line observations in the direction to each program object. The values ofN(H i) for each object direction are listed in Table 7.
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parameter (see Savage, Edgar, & Diplas 1990; Savage et al.
2000). This first estimate of the Galactic O vi scale height
from FUSE observations is much larger than the first esti-
mate from the Copernicus survey data of h ¼ 0:3 (+0.2,
�0.1) kpc (Jenkins 1978b) and smaller than the value
h ¼ 5:50 (+2.37, �2.09) kpc estimated by Widmann et al.
(1998) based on ORFEUS high-resolution spectrometer
data.

With the large increase in the size of the sample of objects
along extragalactic lines of sight we reevaluate the nature of
the extension of O vi away from the Galactic plane. Figure
12 shows log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] versus log |z(kpc)| for various
data samples including (1) the Copernicus sample of stars in
the Galactic disk from Jenkins (1978a), adopting the distan-
ces listed in his Table 2 (open squares); (2) the Milky Way
absorption toward stars in the LMC and SMC (upward-
pointing open triangles) from Howk et al. (2002a) and
Hoopes et al. (2002); and (3) the observations from Table 2
(open circles, with the 100 extragalactic objects plotted on
the right-hand side of the figure in the region beyond the
break in the log |z (kpc)| axis and the two stars plotted near
log jzj � 1:0). The extragalactic data from Table 2A are
organized into two groups for the south and north Galactic
hemispheres, with the ordering in latitude going from �90�

on the left to 90� on the right. Upper limits shown in Figure
12 are plotted as downward-pointing triangles. There is a

considerable spread in the values of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj� at
all values of jzj. The data points for the LMC and SMC
directions at z ¼ 50 and 70 kpc, respectively, refer to the
spread in values of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] extending over the
relatively small angular extents of these two galaxies. In
contrast, the spread for the Copernicus observations and
the extragalactic observations illustrate the variation in the
values of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] extending over most of the sky.

The three solid lines in Figure 12 show the expected
behavior of the log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] versus log |z(kpc)| distri-
bution for a smoothly distributed, exponentially stratified
plane-parallel Galactic atmosphere with an O vi midplane
density n0(O viÞ ¼ 1:7� 10�8 cm�3 and exponential scale
heights of 1.0, 2.5, and 10 kpc. The use of a midplane density
of 1:7� 10�8 cm�3 appears well justified since the value rep-
resents an average extending over �220 stars in the com-
bined Copernicus and FUSE disk star sample (Jenkins et al.
2001). The large irregularity in the distribution of O vi and
the enhancement in the amount of O vi over the northern
Galactic hemisphere introduces a complication when trying
to estimate a Galactic scale height for O vi. The data points
in Figure 12 are consistent with the O vi scale height lying in
the range between 1.0 and 10 kpc.

One can imagine a wide range of possible models to fit the
observed values of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] that are more compli-
cated than a simple symmetrical plane-parallel exponential

Fig. 12.—log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] for gas in the Milky Way disk and thick disk is plotted against log z (kpc) for stars from the Copernicus satellite disk sample
(open squares), for Milky Way absorption toward stars in the LMC and SMC (open upward-pointing triangles), and for the 100 extragalactic and two Galactic
stellar lines of sight listed in Table 2A (open circles). For all data samples the 3 � upper limits are plotted as the downward-pointing triangles. The extragalactic
observations from Table 2A are plotted on the right-hand side of the figure. The data points plotted in the two groupings are organized as for Fig. 10e, where
the leftmost points are for b ¼ �90� and the rightmost points are for b ¼ 90�. The three solid lines show the expected behavior of the log N(O viÞ sin jbj vs.
log |z(kpc)| distribution for a smoothly distributed exponentially stratified plane-parallel Galactic atmosphere with an O vi midplane density n0(O viÞ ¼
1:7� 10�8 cm�3 and exponential scale heights of 1.0, 2.5, and 10 kpc. The large irregularity in the distribution of O vi and the enhancement in the amount of
O vi over the northernGalactic hemisphere introduces serious complications when trying to estimate a Galactic scale height for O vi.
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model that only allows for the patchy distribution of the
absorbing structures. The simplest model that improves the
fit is a superposition of a plane-parallel patchy absorbing
layer with an exponential scale height of �2.3 kpc and a
�0.25 dex excess of O vi at the higher northern Galactic lati-
tudes. The cross-hatched region in Figure 10e shows the
distribution of data points expected for a simple plane-
parallel distribution of O vi absorbing clouds that fits the
observations for the southern Galactic hemisphere where
hlog [N(O viÞ sin jbj�i ¼ 14:09� 0:25. The model has a scale
height of 2.3 kpc and a midplane density of 1:7� 10�8

cm�3. The patchiness of 0.25 dex in the model is indicated as
the crosshatched region in Figure 10e. While this simple
model roughly describes the observations for the southern
Galactic hemisphere and for b < 45� in the north, it under-
estimates the observed values of log N(O vi) from b � 45�

to 90�. Averages of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] over various ranges
in b are listed in Table 3. The �0.25 dex excess in the north-
ern Galactic hemisphere for b > 45� could be the result of
the imprint of local or distant Galactic structures on the dis-
tribution of O vi in the sky as viewed from our position in
the Galaxy.

Some local Galactic phenomena that may affect our view
of the distribution of O vi in the sky include (1) the extension
of the Local Bubble into the halo; (2) nearby superbubbles
such as Galactic Radio Loops I, IV, and the North Polar
Spur; (3) an enhancement of the amount of O vi in direc-
tions of the sky with substantial amounts of intermediate
velocity gas; (4) Galactic fountain activity over nearby spi-
ral arms such as the Perseus arm, the local spiral arm, and
the Sagittarius Arm.

Distant phenomena that might affect our view of O vi in
the sky include (1) a possible enhancement in the amount of
O vi associated with a very high z-extension of hot gas from
the central regions of the Galaxy; (2) an interaction between
thick disk gas and the gas associated with infalling high-
velocity clouds such as Complex C, which covers a sub-
stantial portion of the northern Galactic polar region;
(3) the warp of the outer Galaxy to positive z in the general
direction 60� < l < 150� and to negative z in the general
direction of 240� < l < 300�; (4) the motion of the Milky
Way through Local Group gas.

Without knowing more about the true z-distance of the
O vi gas producing the excess in the northern Galactic
hemisphere, it is difficult to establish which of the various
possible causes actually dominates. However, a reasonable
possibility appears to be the preferential venting of hot gas
into the northern Galactic hemisphere from the Local Bub-
ble and nearby superbubbles. This interpretation receives
some support from the Na i observations of Sfeir et al.
(1999), which were designed to map the structure of the
local hot bubble. The Na i measurements imply that the
local bubble opens in a chimney-like structure to high
latitude in directions roughly defined by enhanced intensity
in the 0.25 keVX-ray background.

The rather complicated view of the distribution of O vi in
the thick disk of theMilkyWay causes difficulties when con-
sidering the possible existence of a highly extended (tens of
kpc) halo of hot gas containing O vi surrounding the Milky
Way. The best information we have regarding the existence
of O vi very far from the disk of the Milky Way is for those
directions where the effects of Galactic rotation separate
nearby and distant absorption. In the direction to
H1821+643 with l ¼ 94=00 and b ¼ 27=42, the high negative

velocity extent of the O vi profiles implies the detection of
O vi in the outer warped regions of the Milky Way at a
Galactocentric distance of �24 kpc and a |z| distance of
�7 kpc (see x 8.5).

7. KINEMATICS OF THE THICK DISK O vi

The kinematic properties of the O vi absorption provide
important information about the various physical processes
controlling the distribution of gas at T � 3� 105 K in the
Galactic halo. However, clearly isolating the different ori-
gins of the observed kinematics is difficult. The two simple
measures of the kinematic properties of the O vi absorption
we have chosen to study are the average LSR velocity of the
absorption vobs (see eq. [3]) and the velocity dispersion of
the absorption as measured by b (see eq. [4]). The errors
associated with these quantities are discussed in x 3 and
by Wakker et al. (2003). When there is substantial
blending between thick disk absorption and high-velocity
absorption, the systematic errors are large.

7.1. AverageO viVelocity and VelocityWidth

The distributions of the values of vobs and b are shown in
Figures 6c and 6d. In these figures the upper (thin line) histo-
gram is for the complete sample, while the lower (thick line)
histogram is for the directions to objects at high latitude
(jbj > 45�). The values for vobs and b averaged over various
samples of the 91 sight lines for which measures of vobs and b
have been obtained are listed in Table 4. For the 91 objects
we find: vobs(minÞ ¼ �46 km s�1, vobs(maxÞ ¼ 82 km s�1,
vobs(medianÞ ¼ 3 km s�1, vobs(averageÞ ¼ 2 km s�1, and a
standard deviation of 21 km s�1. The medians, averages,
and standard deviations do not change much for the various
subsamples of the 91 objects including one at high latitude
(jbj > 45�), low latitude (jbj < 45�), high latitude in the
north (b > 45�), and high latitude in the south (b < �45�).

Turning to the O vi absorption-line velocity dispersion, b
(km s�1), we find for the full sample b(minÞ ¼ 30 km s�1,
b(maxÞ ¼ 99 km s�1, b(medianÞ ¼ 59 km s�1,
b(averageÞ ¼ 61 km s�1, and a standard deviation of 15 km
s�1. The values of b also show very little difference from one
subsample to the next. For example, the values of b (km s�1)
for the low-latitude sample (15� < jbj < 45�), b(averageÞ ¼
60 km s�1 and standard deviation ¼ 17 km s�1, are similar
to the values for the high-latitude sample, b(averageÞ ¼ 61
km s�1 and standard deviation ¼ 14 km s�1. This implies
that the effects of Galactic rotation on the lower latitude
sample are no larger than the effects of inflow and outflow
on the higher latitude sample. The observed line dispersions
are substantially larger than the value b ¼ 17:7 km s�1

expected for thermal Doppler broadening alone in gas at
T ¼ 3� 105 K. The O vi profiles are therefore likely shaped
by other processes such as inflow, outflow, turbulence, and
Galactic rotation.

The values of b for the extragalactic lines of sight
observed by FUSE are much larger than those derived for
directions to stars in the Galactic disk. Jenkins (1978a) lists
values of hðv� vobsÞ2i for O vi absorption toward 62 stars
observed by the Copernicus satellite with distances ranging
from �0.1 to 3.2 kpc in the Galactic disk corresponding to
b ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
hðv� vobsÞ2i0:5 ranging from 10.7 to 56 km s�1 with a

median of 27 km s�1. The median value of b for the FUSE
extragalactic sample of 60 km s�1 is 2.2 times larger than the
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median value measured for the disk sample. The extra path
length through O vi-bearing halo gas for the FUSE extra-
galactic sample may explain much of the difference.

We examine the behavior of vobs with direction in the Gal-
axy in Figure 13, where values of vobs are displayed as col-
ored circles in an Aitoff projection with the Galactic
anticenter at the center of the figure and longitude increas-
ing to the left. Increasing positive velocities are color-coded,
with yellow to red 12� radius circles surrounding each
object, while decreasing negative velocities are color-coded
from light to dark blue. At higher Galactic latitudes
(jbj > 45�), the effects of Galactic rotation should be small
and the measurements should be most sensitive to the effects

of flows perpendicular to the Galactic plane. The gas at high
latitudes in each Galactic hemisphere is moving with posi-
tive and negative velocity with nearly equal frequency. The
visual impression one gets from Figure 13 is consistent with
the average values and standard deviations listed in Table 4.
For jbj > 45�, vobs (averageÞ ¼ 0 km s�1 with a standard
deviation ¼ 21 km s�1. These numbers hardly change for
other subsamples of the observations, including one for the
northern Galactic polar region (b > 45�) and southern
Galactic polar region (b < �45�) (see Table 4).

At low Galactic latitudes (b < 45�) where the kinematic
effects of inflow and outflow are reduced, it should be possi-
ble to see the effects of Galactic rotation on the measured

TABLE 4

O vi Kinematic Averages

Quantity Sample Number Min Max Median Average Stdev

vobs (km s�1) ....... Full 91 �46 82 3 2 21

|b| = 15� to 45� 38 �46 48 5 5 21

|b| > 45� 53 �37 82 �2 0 22

b> 45� 40 �37 82 �3 0 23

b<�45� 13 �33 24 �1 �1 17

b (km s�1) ........... Full 91 30 99 59 61 15

b> 15� 62 37 99 59 62 16

b<�15� 29 30 98 54 58 18

|b| = 15� to 45� 38 30 99 57 60 17

|b| > 45� 53 33 91 59 61 14

b> 45� 40 39 91 59 62 13

b<�45� 13 33 82 57 57 17

Yes IVC 53 30 99 60 62 16

No IVC 37 31 91 56 58 14

Fig. 13.—Average velocity of the O vi thick disk absorption, vobs, is displayed on an Aitoff projection of the sky with the Galactic anticenter at the center of
the figure and longitude increasing to the left. The values of vobs are displayed in color with yellow to red indicating positive LSR velocity and green to blue
indicating negative LSR velocity according to the color to velocity code shown. For the direction to each object the color circle extends to a radius of 12�.
When two objects are closer than 12�, the color coding extends to a distance halfway between the two objects. The weak imprint of Galactic rotation is evident;
for l � 60� to 140� the measurements for b < 40� are mostly blue and green, while for l � 240� to 320� the colors are mostly yellow and red. Toward the
Galactic polar regions, jbj > 45�, where the effects of Galactic rotation are small, we see thick disk O vimoving with both positive and negative velocities with
equal frequency suggesting both outflow and inflow.
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values of vobs to each object, particularly those at the lowest
latitudes in directions where Galactic rotation effects should
be large. An inspection of Figure 13 at positive latitudes
reveals an excess of values of with positive velocity (yellow
and red ) for directions with l � 240� to 300� and with nega-
tive velocity (green and blue) for directions with l � 60� to
120�. Such an effect is not seen at negative latitudes.

Another way of searching for the effects of Galactic rota-
tion is to plot the observed values of vobs against vexp, where
vexp is the average expected LSR velocity for the O vi

absorption to an object according to a model of Galactic
rotation including assumptions for the stratification of the
gas away from the Galactic plane and the turbulent velocity
in the gas (see x 3). In Figures 14a and 14c we display
vobs versus vexp for objects with 45� < b < 90� and
�90� < b < �45�, respectively. In Figures 14b and 14d we
display vobs versus vexp for objects with 0� < b < 45� and
�45� < b < 0�, respectively. Filled circles are for measure-
ments where there is no serious contamination between
thick disk and high-velocity O vi absorption. Open circles
are for cases with serious contamination between thick disk
and high-velocity absorption. Half-filled circles are for cases
where there are possible contamination problems.

The displays of Figures 14a and 14c for high-latitude
directions are consistent with the color-coded view seen in
Figure 13. At high latitudes, where the effects of Galactic
rotation are small (vexp < 20 km s�1), the values of vobs
exhibit a large spread in velocity centered on vobs ¼ 0 km
s�1. The displays in Figures 14b and 14d for objects at low
latitude (jbj < 45�), where the effects of inflow and outflow
should be reduced provide the greatest chance of seeing the
effects of Galactic rotation. Rotation effects are difficult to
see at low latitude in the southern Galactic hemisphere (Fig.
14d). For the northern hemisphere at low latitude (Fig. 14b)
there is a rough correlation (correlation coefficient �0.32 or
�15% probability of being random). The correlation
between vobs and vexp is affected by the large dispersion in
velocity of the observed values of vobs. This dispersion is
evidently produced by a combination of turbulence, inflow/
outflow, and the general spatial patchiness of the O vi

absorption. The effects of Galactic rotation are more easily
seen in the O vi velocity channel maps found in Wakker et
al. (2003).

The two objects showing the largest Galactic rotational
effects are H1821+643 in the direction l ¼ 94=00 and
b ¼ 27=42 with vobs ¼ �31 km s�1 and vobs ¼ �46 km s�1,

Fig. 14.—Average velocity of the O vi thick disk absorption toward each survey object, vobs, is plotted against the average expected velocity, vexp, assuming
corotation of disk and halo gas. The expected velocity was calculated assuming the O vi layer has an exponential scale height of 2.5 kpc and a turbulent velocity
described by bturb ¼ 60 km s�1. In panels (a) and (c) results are shown for high Galactic latitudes (jbj ¼ 45� to 90�) in the north and south, respectively. In pan-
els (b) and (d ) results are shown for lower latitudes (jbj < 45�) in the north and south, respectively. The different symbols denote the reliability of the limits of
the integration of the O vi absorption. For the filled circles there were no problems. For the half-filled circles there are possible contamination problems. For
the open circles, substantial overlap between Galactic thick disk absorption and high-velocity absorption made it necessary to introduce a relatively arbitrary
cutoff to that part of the absorption associated with the thick disk. At high latitudes the observations (a and c) are dominated by the effects of inflow and
outflow. At low latitudes (c and d ) the effects of Galactic rotation should dominate. Typical�1 � errors on vobs are�10 km s�1.
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and ESO 0265+G23 in the direction l ¼ 285=91 and
b ¼ 16=59 with vexp ¼ 30 km s�1 and vobs ¼ 48 km s�1.

The kinematic behavior of O vi in Figure 14 shows a
higher degree of irregularity than a similar plot shown for
C iv by Savage et al. (1997), where the effects of Galactic
rotation were more clearly visible. O vi may trace a more
disturbed and turbulent phase of halo gas than C iv. How-
ever, to be sure, it will be necessary to obtain more measures
of C iv absorption along the same lines of sight for which
O vimeasurements now exist.

The distribution of the O vi line width, b, on the sky is
shown in Figure 15, where the circle size is proportional to
b. The filled circles are for lines of sight where the measures
of b are reliable. The open circles are for cases where the
measurements of b are uncertain because of blending
between thick disk absorption and high-velocity absorp-
tion. While large values of b are found in both the northern
and southern Galactic hemispheres, directions with small
values of b are mostly found in the southern hemisphere
where 6 of 29 directions have b < 40 km s�1 compared to 1
of 62 in the northern hemisphere. This difference is also
reflected in the distribution of the O vi column density on
the sky (see Figs. 8a and 9a) with low values of logN(O vi)
mostly occurring in the southern Galactic hemisphere. The
correlation between logN(O vi) and b is discussed in x 7.3.

7.2. O vi andH i Intermediate Velocity Clouds

The IVCs in the solar neighborhood represent an impor-
tant component of the neutral interstellar gas (Kuntz &
Danly 1996; Wakker 2001). They contain much of the
kinetic energy of the neutral medium (Kulkarni & Fich
1985), have metallicities of 0.5–1.0 solar (Richter et al.
2001a, 2001b; Wakker 2001), and have distance limits in the

range from z ¼ 0:5 to 2 kpc. Their motions, distances, and
abundances suggest that the IVCs are probably tracing the
flow of gas in a Galactic fountain. The IVCs cover a sub-
stantial portion of the north Galactic polar region of the sky
and are less abundant in the south Galactic polar region.

It is reasonable to wonder if the IVCs are somehow con-
nected to the distribution and kinematics of O vi. In Figures
16a and 16b we display Aitoff projections of the (H i) IVCs,
with l ¼ 120� at the center of the figures and Galactic longi-
tude increasing to the left based on the Leiden-Dwingeloo
H i Survey (Hartmann & Burton 1997). The IVCs are repre-
sented with the gray-scale proportional to the H i column
density in the IVCs in the velocity range from v ¼ �30 to
�90 km s�1 in Figure 16a and from v ¼ 30 to 90 km s�1 in
Figure 16b. The IVC names are not noted on this figure; full
discussions of the names and properties of the IVCs are
found in Kuntz &Danly (1996) andWakker (2001). Figures
16a and 16b also show open circles denoting the direction
and column density of O vi integrated over the same
velocity range of the IVCs (�30 to �90 km s�1 for Fig. 16a;
30 to 90 km s�1 for Fig. 16b) for each object listed in Table
2A.

Many of the objects observed in our program lie in the
direction of IVCs. When an IVC lies in the direction to an
object, we have listed information about the name of the
IVC and possible association of O vi absorption at the
velocity of the IVC in Table 5. H i IVCs exist toward 59 of
the 102 objects in our program. The IVCs include the Low
Latitude IV Arch (LLIV Arch), the IV Arch, the IV Spur,
Complex K, and a number of isolated IVCs. O vi is detected
at the velocities of the IV Arch in six of eight cases, at the
velocity of Complex K in two of three cases, and at the
velocities of the LLIV Arch in four of six cases (also see
Richter et al. 2001a). O vi is not detected at the velocity of

Fig. 15.—Values of the O vi line width, b (km s�1), for the thick disk of the Milky Way are displayed in an Aitoff projection with the Galactic anticenter at
the center of the figure and longitude increasing to the left. Increasing symbol size corresponds to increasing b (km s�1) according to the code given in the figure.
Filled circles are for reliable measures of b (km s�1). Open symbols are for cases in which blending with high-velocity O vi absorption introduces considerable
uncertainty in the measurement of b (km s�1) for O vi absorption associated with the thick disk.
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the IV Spur in three of three cases. We conclude that O vi

absorption occurs near the velocities of IVCs in most, but
not all cases.

Since O vi absorption seems to be associated with IVCs, it
is possible that the significant variation in the O vi column

density across the sky might be in part produced by an
enhancement of O vi absorption in directions of the sky
having IVCs. In Table 3 we have listed separate averages for
log N(O vi) and log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] for directions with IVCs
and for directions with no IVCs. The averages for directions

Fig. 16a

Fig. 16b

Fig. 16.—Distribution of log N(O vi) on the sky in the velocity range from�30 to�90 km s�1 (a) and 30 to 90 km s�1 (b) are plotted in these Aitoff projec-
tions with l ¼ 120� at the center and longitude increasing to the left. The circle size is proportional to log N(O vi) toward each survey object integrated over the
velocity range of the IVCs according to the code shown. Upper limits for log N(O vi) are denoted with triangles with a size proportional to the limit. The gray
scale displays the integrated H i column density in intermediate negative (Fig. 16a; �30 to �90 km s�1) and intermediate positive (Fig. 16b; 30 to 90 km s�1)
velocity gas as determined from the H i 21 cm spectra shown in of Wakker et al. (2003). The presence or absence of an IVC has no apparent effect on the
amount of O vi in the IVC velocity range.
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TABLE 5

O vi Absorption and H i Intermediate Velocity Clouds

Object H i IVCa v(IVC) (km s�1) Comment

Mrk 209 ................... IV4 and IVArch �100,�55 O vi component at v(IVC)

PG 1351+640........... IV9 and IV19 �74,�47 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 279 ................... IV9 and LLIV �76,�40 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 487 ................... IV15 �85 NoO vi at v(IVC)

PG 0953+414........... IV16 �49 O vi overlaps IVC

NGC 3991................ IV16 �53 O vi overlaps IVC

PG 0947+396........... IV16 and IVArch �66,�46 O vi partly overlaps IVC

PG 1001+291........... IV18 �28 O vi overlaps IVC

NGC 3504................ IV18 �52 NoO vi at v(IVC)

Mrk 36..................... IV18 �55 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 876 ................... IV20 andDraco �52,�30 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 421 ................... IV26 �61 O vi overlaps IVC

NGC 4151................ IV 26 and IVArch �41,�29 O vi partly overlaps IVC

HS 1102+3441......... IV Arch �39 O vi component at v(IVC)

Mrk 817 ................... IV Arch �40 O vi component at v(IVC)

Mrk 59..................... IV Arch �44 O vi overlaps IVC

3C 249.1................... IV Arch �50 O vi component at v(IVC)

PG 1259+593........... IV Arch �54 O vi overlaps IVC

NGC 3310................ IV Arch and IVArch �65,�47 O vi overlaps IVC

PG 1211+143........... IV spur �35 NoO vi at v(IVC)

Mrk 734 ................... IV spur �42 NoO vi at v(IVC)

PG 1116+215........... IV spur �42 O vi partly overlaps IVC

Mrk 116 ................... LLIV �39 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 9....................... LLIV �40 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 106 ................... LLIV �40 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 205 ................... LLIV �48 NoO vi at v(IVC)

PG 0832+675........... LLIV �56 O vi partly overlaps IVC

PG 0804+761........... LLIV �58 O vi overlaps IVC

Ton 1187.................. MIII and IVArch �104,�69 NoO vi at v(IVC)

Mrk 509 ................... Complex gp 60 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 478 ................... ComplexK �60 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 501 ................... ComplexK �83 O vi component at v(IVC)

Mrk 506 ................... ComplexK �90 O vi overlaps IVC

3C 273.0................... Other IVC 25 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 335 ................... Other IVC �27 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 352 ................... Other IVC �28 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 771 ................... Other IVC �29 NoO vi at v(IVC)

vZ 1128 .................... Other IVC 29 O vi overlaps IVC

Mrk 618 ................... Other IVC �37 O vi partly overlaps IVC

NGC 588 ................. Other IVC �38 NoO vi at v(IVC)

PG 0052+251........... Other IVC �39 NoO vi at v(IVC)

ESO 265�G23 ......... Other IVC 40 O vi component at v(IVC)

Mrk 357 ................... Other IVC �41 O vi component at v(IVC)

HE 0238�1904......... Other IVC �42 O vi overlaps IVC

ESO 141�G55 ......... Other IVC �45 O vi overlaps IVC

NGC 7714................ Other IVC �50 NoO vi at v(IVC)

UGC 12163.............. Other IVC �53 NoO vi at v(IVC)

Tol 1247�232 .......... Other IVC 54 O vi component at v(IVC)

HE 1143�1810......... Other IVC 56 O vi component at v(IVC)

MRC 2251�178....... Other IVC 59 O vi partly overlaps IVC

HE 1326�0516......... Other IVCs �61, 39 NoO vi at v(IVC)

Mrk 304 ................... Other IVC �63 NoO vi at v(IVC)

PG 1411+442........... Other IVC 63 O vi overlaps IVC

PKS 0558�504......... Other IVC 71 O vi overlaps IVC

NGC 1705................ Other IVC 88 O vi overlaps IVC

H1821+643.............. Outer Arm �128 O vi overlaps IVC

3C 382.0................... Outer Arm �82 O vi overlaps IVC

HS 0624+6907......... Outer Arm �92 NoO vi at v(IVC)

Mrk 926 ................... WW534 �74 NoO vi at v(IVC)

Note.—Additional information about the IVCs toward the O vi survey objects including column
densities are found inWakker et al. 2003 andWakker 2001.

a The IVC name designations listed here are explainedmore fully inWakker 2001.



with IVCs and without IVCs differ by only 0.01 dex. There-
fore, the presence or absence of H i IVCs is not affecting the
total column density of Galactic O vi through the entire
halo. Similarly, the presence or absence of an IVC does not
affect the average observed dispersion, hb (km s�1)i,
obtained for the sample of O vi profiles (see Table 4). A
more careful comparison is provided in Figures 16 and 17,
where the integration range for the O vi column densities
exactly matches that for the IVCs. There is no obvious
enhancement in the values of log N(O vi) in Figures 16a and
16b for directions on or off IVCs. That lack of correlation is
displayed in Figure 17, where the O vi column density over
the velocity range of the IVCs is plotted against the IVC H i

column density for all the data points shown in Figures 16a
and 16b. Over a logarithmic range in the IVC H i column
density extending from 18.5 to 20.2 there is no relationship
between the amount of O vi and the amount of IVC H i. We
conclude that the presence or absence of an H i IVC has no
significant effect on the total amount of O vi observed along
an extragalactic line of sight through the halo. This result
based on a large number of sight lines through IVCs
disagrees with the low spectral resolution ORFEUS
measurements of O vi absorption toward 14 halo stars,
which provided weak evidence for an excess of O vi along
sight lines characterized by intermediate negative velocity
gas (Hurwitz & Bowyer 1996). It is possible that the averag-
ing over long paths through the halo has reduced the size of
the effect.

7.3. High Positive VelocityO viAbsorptionWings

The presence of O vi absorption at high velocity
(jvLSRj > 100 km s�1) and its association with H i HVCs is
discussed extensively by Sembach et al. (2003). The presence
of O vi absorption near the velocities of many of the H i

HVCs indicates that the HVCs are probably interacting
with an unseen highly extended (R > 70 kpc) hot corona to
the Milky Way or with a hot Local Group medium. Much
of the O vi absorption at high velocity appears to be tracing

phenomena in regions of the Galaxy far from the Galactic
thick disk of O vi.

However, there is one aspect of the high-velocity O vi

absorption that could be related to phenomena occurring in
and near the Galactic thick disk of O vi. The O vi profiles
for 21 objects exhibit very interesting high positive velocity
absorption wings extending from approximately 100 to 250
km s�1. Since the wings are often weak, they are most read-
ily detected in spectra with good S/N. The objects are listed
in Table 6, where we give object name, l, b, the velocity
range of the wing, and the value of log N(O vi) in the wing
integrated over the listed velocity range. Seven of the O vi

line profiles shown in Figure 3 show the positive velocity
wings including the profiles for Mrk 817, PG 0953+414,
Mrk 421, PG 0844+349, HE 1143�1810, 3C 273, and PKS
2005�489.

The distribution on the sky of objects with these wings
can be seen in Figure 17 of Sembach et al (2003). Objects
with the high positive velocity absorption wings are preva-
lent in the northern Galactic region with 180� < l < 360�

and 30� < b < 80�, where 18 objects with wings are found.
Positive velocity wings are also seen toward four objects
near the center of HVC Complex C (see Sembach et al.
2003). These include PG 1626+554, Mrk 876, Mrk 817, and
PG 1351+640.

Two objects in the general direction of the Galactic center
at a latitude around �30� have high positive velocity
absorption wings, including Mrk 509 and PKS 2005�489.
These wings may trace outflowing gas from the central
regions of the Galaxy.

Seven objects exhibiting wings including 3C 273 lie in
directions bounded by Galactic Radio Loops I and/or IV
(see footnote a in Table 6). In the case of 3C 273, Sembach
et al. (2001) have proposed that the O vi wing that extends
from 105 to 260 km s�1 may be tracing the outflow of hot
gas into the halo from the Sco-Cen OB association. Such an
outflow process may be responsible for the wings for the
other objects in the general direction of Radio Loops I and
IV.

Fig. 17.—Log N(O vi) vs. log N(H i) for O vi absorption and H i emission over the velocity range (a) �30 to �90 km s�1 and (b) 30 to 90 km s�1. When a
distinct H i IVC is clearly present the symbols are filled circles. When there is no pronounced H i IVC the symbols are open circles. In these cases the value
of log N(H i) refers to weak H i emission in the IVC velocity range. There is no relationship between the column density of O vi in the IVC velocity range and
the presence or absence of a H i IVC. The presence of a H i IVC does not effect the distribution of O vi on the sky. This agrees with the impression one gets from
a visual inspection of Figs. 16a and 16b.
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Based on a study of the distribution of extreme-UV sour-
ces and Na i absorbing clouds at high latitude, Welsh et al.
(1999) have found evidence that the local interstellar bubble
cavity may open into the northern Galactic halo with a
shape resembling an elongated chimney with a wide funnel.
The large number of positive velocity O vi wings seen in the
north and the 0.25 dex excess of the thick disk O vi in the
north could be tracing the hot gas related to this proposed
chimney.

Various possible extragalactic origins for the positive
velocity wings are discussed by Sembach et al. (2003).

7.4. NðO viÞ versus b ðkm s�1Þ
We searched the O vi data for relationships among vari-

ous observed quantities. In most cases, the result was simply
a scatter diagram (see x 9). However, a correlation exists
between log N(O vi) and the line width parameter, b (km
s�1) (see Fig. 18). The observed column density of O vi is
larger when the line width is larger. The effect holds for the
measurements from Table 2A (filled circles) and includes
the Copernicus satellite (Jenkins 1978a) sample of disk stars
(open circles). The trend also holds for gas in the LMC
(upward-pointing open triangles) and SMC (downward-
pointing open triangles), even though the metallicity of
the LMC and SMC are reduced by �0.3 and �0.7 dex
compared to theMilkyWay.

The relationship between N(O vi) and b shown in Figure
18 was first noticed by Heckman et al. (2002). At higher col-
umns, this relation flattens out slightly. They showed that
this general relation between N and b is independent of the
oxygen abundance over the range O=H ¼ 0:1 to 2.0 solar.

The observed trend at high columns is similar to that pre-
dicted for radiatively cooling gas if it is assumed that the
cooling flow velocity and the line breadth are strongly corre-
lated. It has been argued by Heckman et al. (2002) that the
column density/line width correlation is strong evidence for
collisional ionization of O vi in a variety of systems. Photo-
ionization models do not reproduce the large line widths
observed in many of the O vi absorbers, including those we
observe in the Milky Way thick disk/halo and high-velocity
clouds (see Sembach et al. 2003).

8. INTERESTING SIGHT LINES

In this section detailed comments are provided for partic-
ularly interesting cases in which the O vi absorption associ-
ated with the thick disk gas of the Milky Way is unusual in
some way. We discuss the lines of sight with especially
strong and weak O vi absorption. We also discuss cases
in which the O vi profiles are kinematically interesting,
including narrow profiles andmulticomponent profiles.

8.1. Very StrongO viAbsorption

The sources with the largest O vi column densities in our
sample of 102 objects are PKS 2005�489 and 3C 273.

PKS 2005�489, with log N(O viÞ ¼ 14:78� 0:02 and
log [N(O viÞ sin jbj� ¼ 14:51, lies under the Galactic center
in the direction l ¼ 350=37 and b ¼ �32=60. The O vi

absorption and NaðvÞ profiles are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The absorption in the strong O vi �1031.93 line extends
from �100 to +225 km s�1, with maximum absorption at
�60 km s�1. The absorption from �100 to +120 km s�1 is

TABLE 6

Objects with Positive Velocity O vi AbsorptionWings

Object l b v� vþ log N(O vi) �sc �sys

Mrk 509 .................. 35.97 �29.86 115 200 13.55 0.06 0.22

Mrk 876 .................. 98.27 40.38 85 140 13.23 0.13 0.31

Mrk 817 .................. 100.30 53.48 60 140 13.30 0.08 0.21

PG 1351+640.......... 111.89 52.02 100 160 13.44 0.13 0.22

PG 1259+593.......... 120.56 58.05 100 185 13.06 0.15 0.27

PG 0953+414.......... 179.79 51.71 100 235 13.83 0.06 0.13

Mrk 421 .................. 179.83 65.03 100 185 13.51 0.11 0.19

PG 0947+396.......... 182.85 50.75 100 175 14.19 0.10 0.11

PG 0844+349.......... 188.56 37.97 120 250 13.75 0.08 0.14

HS 1102+3441 ........ 188.56 66.22 95 210 14.30 0.10 0.07

PG 1001+291.......... 200.09 53.20 100 200 13.97 0.13 0.16

PKS 0405�12.......... 204.93 �41.76 100 210 13.75 0.07 0.09

Mrk 734 .................. 244.75 63.94 140 275 14.10 0.10 0.16

NGC 1705............... 261.08 �38.74 120 245 13.78 0.04 0.41

HE 1115�1735........ 273.65a 39.64a 90 175 14.13 0.10 0.06

HE 1143�1810........ 281.85a 41.71a 100 210 14.25 0.06 0.12

281.85a 41.71a 210 320 13.85 0.11 0.08

ESO 572�G34 ........ 286.12a 42.12a 100 275 14.47 0.03 0.06

3C 273.0.................. 289.95a 64.36a 105 160 13.17 0.11 0.33

289.95a 64.36a 160 260 13.52 0.07 0.08

Tol 1247�232 ......... 302.60a 39.30a 100 255 14.18 0.10 0.07

Mrk 1383 ................ 349.22a 55.12a 100 160 13.42 0.09 0.18

PKS 2005�489........ 350.37a �32.60a 120 225 13.92 0.06 0.17

Note.—Additional discussions of these wings are found in Sembach et al. 2003. The values of
v�, vþ, logN(O vi), �sc, �sys provide the velocity range of the integration, the observed logarithmic
column density, the statistical+ continuum placement error, and the systematic error, respec-
tively (see x 2).

a The directions to these objects lie within the boundaries of Radio Loops I and/or IV (see
x 9.4 and Fig. 9a).
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attributed to the thick disk of the Milky Way. The extended
wing of absorption from+120 to +225 km s�1 with log N(O
viÞ ¼ 13:90� 0:06 is discussed by Sembach et al. (2003) and
in x 7.3. The great strength of the O vi absorption in this
direction may be related to an enhanced abundance of hot
gas over the central regions of the Galaxy (see x 8.7). The
nearby directions to ESO 141�G55 and Tol 1924�416 are
also among the 23 objects with the largestN(O vi).

3C 273, with log N(O viÞ ¼ 14:73� 0:01 and
log [N(O viÞ sin jbj� ¼ 14:68, lies in the direction l ¼ 289=95,
b ¼ 64=36 that passes near Galactic Radio Loops I, IV, and
the North Polar Spur (see Figs. 9a and 9b). The 0.25 keV
X-ray emission in this direction (Snowden et al. 1997) is
quite strong (see Fig. 9b). In a detailed study of 3C 273,
Sembach et al. (2001) found that the main portion of the
O vi absorption profile that extends from �100 to 100 km
s�1 is similar in appearance to the profiles for N v and C iv.
However, the wing in O vi absorption extending from 100
to 240 km s�1 is not detected in other species. The gas in
this direction has evidently been heated to high tempera-
tures by multiple supernova explosions in the Sco-Cen OB
association. It is quite possible that the direction to 3C 273
provides us with a direct view of the flow of gas from the
disk into the halo through a chimney-like structure. Similar
absorption wings observed toward other objects are dis-
cussed in x 7.3.

8.2. WeakO viAbsorption

The six lines of sight with the smallest measured values of
log N(O vi) are NGC 7714, Mrk 1095, NGC 7469, NGC
1068, Mrk 1502, and UGC 12163. With O vi column den-
sities ranging from log N(O viÞ ¼ 13:85 to 14.00, these mea-
sured column densities are similar to the smallest 3 � limits
to log N(O vi) determined for six objects including NGC
595, HE 0450�2958, HE 1115�1735, PG 0052+251, PG
2349�014, and SBS 0355�052. Column density limits for
five additional objects exceed logN(O viÞ ¼ 14:00. In the
following, we discuss several of these interesting cases of
lowO vi column density.

Mrk 1095 lies toward the Galactic anticenter in the direc-
tion l ¼ 201=69 and b ¼ �21=13. The FUSE spectra for
Mrk 1095 are of good quality (see Figs. 2 and 3). The O vi

absorption is weak, with log N(O viÞ ¼ 13:89� 0:07 and
log [N(O viÞ sin jbj� ¼ 13:45. The absorption extends from
�35 to 50 km s�1, has vobs ¼ 5 km s�1 and b ¼ 31 km s�1.
This is also one of the narrowest profiles found in the FUSE
O vi sample. The direction passes just below the Orion
Association and continues through the outer Galaxy. The
low abundance of O vi in a direction passing through the
halo over this active region of hot stars with strong stellar
winds is surprising, since the creation of hot gas in the ISM
is thought to occur preferentially in OB associations
(MacLow,McCray &Norman). Possibly the Orion associa-
tion has not yet evolved long enough to produce superbub-
bles extending far from the Galactic plane. The four other
objects sampling this general direction of the Galaxy are HE
0450�2958 [l ¼ 231=13, b ¼ �37=59, log N(O viÞ < 14:00
(3 �)], Mrk 618 [l ¼ 206=72, b ¼ �34=66, log N(O viÞ ¼
14:27� 0:07], PKS 0405�12 [l ¼ 204=93, b ¼ �41=76,
log N(O viÞ ¼ 14:10� 0:04], and SBS 0335�052
[l ¼ 191=34, b ¼ �44=69, log N(O viÞ < 13:99].

NGC 7469 (l ¼ 83=10, b ¼ �45=47) with log N(O viÞ ¼
13:96� 0:06 lies near the direction to NGC 7714 (l ¼ 88=22,
b ¼ 55=56) with log N(O viÞ ¼ 13:85� 0:14. These two
objects are also near other objects with low values or limits
for log N(O vi) including Mrk 926 [log N(O viÞ < 14:23 (3
�)], PG 0052+251 [log N(O viÞ < 13:97 (3 �)], PG
2349�014 [log N(O viÞ < 13:97 (3 �)], Mrk 1502
[log N(O viÞ ¼ 14:00� 0:10], Mrk 335 [log N(O viÞ ¼
14:07� 0:03], Mrk 304 [log N(O viÞ ¼ 14:20� 0:08], NGC
1068 [log N(O viÞ ¼ 13:98� 0:06], NGC 588 [log N(O viÞ <
14:07], NGC 595 [log N(O viÞ < 13:75], and UGC 12163
[log N(O viÞ ¼ 14:00� 0:12]. An inspection of Figure 7b
reveals that the general region in the sky around l ¼ 80� to
175� and b ¼ �30� to �60� has a deficiency of O vi. This is
also a Galactic direction where the soft 0.25 keV X-ray
background is low (see Fig. 9b and x 9.3).

8.3. NarrowO viAbsorption Profiles

The three objects with the narrowest Galactic O vi

�1031.93 profiles are Mrk 618, Mrk 1095, and Mrk 1502
with b ¼ 30, 31, and 33 km s�1, respectively. All three
objects are in directions with low values of log N(O vi) (see
x 8.2). Even though the O vi lines are narrow, they are
broader than the value of b ¼ 17:7 km s�1 expected for pure
Doppler broadening of O vi at T ¼ 3� 105 K.

8.4. MulticomponentO viAbsorption

Most of the O vi absorption profiles appear relatively
smooth, making it difficult to clearly identify substructure

Fig. 18.—Log N(O vi) is plotted against a measure of the O vi line
width, b (km s�1) for the Galactic thick disk observations (open circles), the
Copernicus satellite O vi disk observations (open squares), the LMC thick
disk observations (upward-pointing open triangles), and the SMC thick disk
observations (downward-pointing open triangles). The trend of in-
creasing column density with increasing line width that holds from the
Milky Way disk and halo sample also holds for the LMC and SMC
disk+halo sample.
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in the absorption. However, even the smooth profiles
exhibit asymmetries, which suggests that an overlapping
superposition of absorbing structures may be responsible
for each profile. In several cases the component nature of
the absorption is more clearly defined. Some of these cases
are detailed below.

ESO 141�G55.—The principal O vi absorption is cen-
tered near 10 km s�1 and a weaker component appears at
�50 km s�1.

H1821+643.—A strong narrow O vi absorption near 13
km s�1 likely is due to gas in the outer regions of the
planetary nebula K1-16 (see x 8.6). Several additional
components span the full velocity range of the remaining
absorption from�145 to 115 km s�1.

HE 0226�4110.—At least three O vi components appear
be required to describe the absorption from�120 to 110 km
s�1.

MRC 2251�178.—Two or perhaps three components
would be required to represent the complex absorption from
�145 to 70 km s�1.

Mrk 9.—At least three components are contributing to
the O vi absorption extending from�100 to 90 km s�1.

8.5. O viAbsorption in the Outer Arm of theMilkyWay

O vi absorption associated with the outer spiral arm of
the Milky Way, where gas warps to large positive latitudes,
can be studied in the spectra of several objects. These
include 3C 382.0 (l ¼ 61=31, b ¼ 17=45), H1821+643
(l ¼ 94=00, b ¼ 27=42), and HS 0624+6907 (l ¼ 145=71,
b ¼ 23=25). The O vi profiles for both 3C 382.0 and
H1821+643 extend from �130 to 110 km s�1 and from
�160 to 115 km s�1, respectively. In these directions the
outer arm H i emission is found at �87 km s�1 for 3C 382.0
and at �87 and �128 km s�1 for H1821+643. In both cases
it appears that the O vi absorption extends well beyond the
range of the H i emission and that O vi likely exists in the
outer arm of the Milky Way. However, for HS 0624+6907,
the O vi absorption extends from �85 to 90 km s�1, while
the H i associated with the outer arm is centered near �100
km s�1 implying no O vi in the outer arm gas in that
direction.

For the direction to H1821+643 Savage, Sembach, & Lu
(1995) have analyzed HST GHRS observations of Galactic
UV absorption produced by S ii, Si ii, Mg ii, C iv, and N v.
Their measurements of C iv reveal a strong absorbing com-
ponent at vLSR ¼ �120 km s�1 with b ¼ 25 km s�1 and
N(C ivÞ ¼ ð6:1� 1:1Þ � 1013 cm�2. The absorption spans
the velocity range from �80 to �160 km s�1, which corre-
sponds well to the negative velocity extension of the FUSE
O vi absorption. Assuming a flat Galactic rotation curve
with an outer Galaxy rotational speed of 220 km s�1, a
component velocity of �120 km s�1 for C iv and O vi

implies that the absorption may be occurring at a Galacto-
centric distance of �24 kpc and a distance away from the
Galactic plane of �7 kpc (see Fig. 2 in Savage et al. 1995).
The detection of strong O vi absorption in this gas along
with the C iv casts serious doubts on the possibility
advanced by Savage et al. (1995) that the C iv is produced
in low-density warm gas (ntotal � 6� 10�3 cm�3) in the
outer Galaxy photoionized by the extragalactic back-
ground. To explain the O vi, a hot collisionally ionized gas
origin appears more likely.

The Galactic warp interpretation is consistent with the
absence of such a high negative velocity wing toward UGC
12163 (l ¼ 92=14, b ¼ �25=34) where the negative velocity
extension of the O vi absorption is to �100 km s�1. In the
general direction of l ¼ 80� to 120�, the Galaxy warps to
positive latitudes rather than negative latitudes.

8.6. O viAbsorption Probably Associated with the
Planetary Nebula K1-16

The line of sight to H1821+643 passes through the local
bubble, close to a nearby planetary nebula (K1-16), over the
Perseus and Outer spiral arms, and through the outer
Galactic Warp. For a detailed discussion of Goddard High
Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS) observations of Galactic
absorption along this line of sight see Savage et al. (1995).
The line of sight passes 9600 away from the central star of the
planetary nebula K1-16, which has an optical radius of 5700

(Kohoutek 1963; Acker et al. 1992). The central star of the
nebula is a He rich PG 1159 star with an effective tempera-
ture of 1:4� 105 K, a high mass-loss rate estimated to be
8� 10�9 M� yr�1, and a terminal velocity of 4000 km s�1

(Rauch &Werner 1995; Kruk &Werner 1998; Koesterke &
Werner 1998).

The FUSE observations of H1821+643 reveal strongly
saturated O vi absorption at vLSR � 13 km s�1 with both
lines of the doublet having relatively narrow components of
similar strength (Wakker et al. 2003). The O vi �1031.93
absorption profile for H1821+643 is shown in Figure 3.
Very strong absorption components are also seen in N v

and C iv (Savage et al. 1995) at vLSR � �7 km s�1. The 20
km s�1 velocity difference between O vi andN v+C iv could
be a real difference or the result of velocity calibration errors
in the FUSE and/or GHRS observations. These very strong
highly ionized absorption components could be associated
with hot gas near the boundary of Galactic Radio Loop III
or with the planetary nebula. FUSE observations of the cen-
tral star of the nebula also reveal interstellar O vi absorption
with a strength somewhat greater than for the 13 km s�1

O vi component observed toward H1821+643. Possibly
both lines of sight are tracing highly ionized gas that is not
associated with the planetary nebula. However, an associa-
tion with the nebula appears more likely. The central star is
so hot (1:4� 105 K) that the O vimight be created by photo-
ionization provided the nebula is clumpy enough to allow
O vi ionizing radiation from the star to penetrate to regions
beyond its optical boundary. An alternate possibility is that
the mechanical interaction of the stellar wind with the sur-
rounding nebula creates hot gas and X-ray photons which
photoionize a region extending beyond the boundaries of
the optical nebula. Because of the possible association of the
13 km s�1 O vi absorption component with the planetary
nebula, we have removed the component before proceeding
with the analysis of the broader aspects of the O vi

absorption toward H1821+643 (seeWakker et al. 2003).

8.7. Galactic Center Lines of Sight

The large values of log N(O vi) toward PKS 2005�489,
Tol 1924�416, Mrk 509, and ESO 141�G55, which lie in
directions toward the Galactic center between l ¼ 330� and
36� and b ¼ �24� and �33� (see Figs. 7a and 9), could be
the result of an excess of hot gas associated with processes
occurring in the central region of the Milky Way. However,
in the directions to PKS 2005�489, Tol 1924�416, and ESO
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141�G55, the absorption could also be associated with
energetic events responsible for the origin of Radio Loop I
(see Fig. 9a and x 9.4). The clear separation of absorption
occurring in nearby versus distant regions of the Galaxy will
require observations of O vi absorption toward nearer stars
located in the general direction of these extragalactic sources.

9. O vi VERSUS OTHER ISM TRACERS

In this section we discuss the relationships between the
O vi absorption and other tracers of interstellar gas, includ-
ing H i, H�, soft X-ray emission, nonthermal radio emis-

sion, and C iv absorption. The measurements for H i, H�,
and the soft X-ray emission are listed in Table 7.

9.1. NðO viÞ versus NðH iÞ
Although we would not necessarily expect a good rela-

tionship between the O vi column density and the column
density of H i toward our sample of objects, it is of interest
to see if the amount of cool and warm neutral gas as traced
by H i is somehow affected by the amount of hot gas traced
by O vi. It is possible that there might be a displacement
effect where cool and warm gas is missing when there is an
excess of hot gas. Therefore, in a comparison of N(H i)

TABLE 7

Measures of H i, H�, and 0.25 keVDiffuse X-Rays toward Each Survey Object

Name

(1)

l

(2)

b

(3)

log N(O vi)

(4)

�sc
(5)

N(H i)

(6)

�(H i)

(7)

I(H�)

(8)

�(H�)

(9)

I(X)

(10)

�(IX)

(11)

3C 249.1..................... 130.39 38.55 14.32 0.07 2.83E+20 6.00E+17 0.76 0.048 753 121

3C 273.0..................... 289.95 64.36 14.73 0.01 1.69E+20 1.00E+18 0.83 0.039 1688 136

3C 382.0..................... 61.31 17.45 14.55 0.07 6.22E+20 1.40E+18 3.27 0.04 518 77

ESO 141�G55 ........... 338.18 �26.71 14.50 0.02 6.15E+20 1.20E+18 . . . . . . 604 229

ESO 265�G23 ........... 285.91 16.59 14.32 0.11 8.61E+20 1.20E+18 . . . . . . 737 115

ESO 572�G34 ........... 286.12 42.12 14.47 0.04 2.75E+20 1.40E+18 0.75 0.031 743 93

Fairall 9 ..................... 295.07 �57.83 14.38 0.07 2.41E+20 8.00E+17 . . . . . . 929 117

H1821+643................ 94.00 27.42 14.48 0.02 3.84E+20 5.00E+17 1.85 0.041 691 29

HE 0226�4110........... 253.94 �65.77 14.25 0.03 2.14E+20 1.00E+18 . . . . . . 1263 129

HE 0238�1904........... 200.48 �63.63 14.33 0.09 2.60E+20 5.00E+17 0.67 0.034 833 119

HE 0450�2958........... 231.13 �37.59 <14.00 . . . 1.22E+20 1.30E+18 2.58 0.037 1069 135

HE 1115�1735........... 273.65 39.64 <13.92 . . . 3.71E+20 9.00E+17 0.91 0.038 683 105

HE 1326�0516........... 320.07 56.07 <14.14 . . . 2.15E+20 1.00E+18 1.34 0.035 751 128

HS 0624+6907........... 145.71 23.35 14.38 0.06 6.68E+20 1.10E+18 2.32 0.041 329 86

HS 1102+3441........... 188.56 66.22 14.71 0.07 1.62E+20 1.20E+18 0.87 0.036 937 121

HE 1143�1810........... 281.85 41.71 14.56 0.04 3.13E+20 4.00E+17 0.64a . . .a 523 117

MRC 2251�178......... 46.20 �61.33 14.10 0.07 2.61E+20 1.20E+18 0.51 0.037 630 215

Mrk 9......................... 158.36 28.75 14.37 0.04 4.78E+20 5.00E+17 0.61 0.040 448 92

Mrk 36....................... 201.76 66.49 14.36 0.11 2.07E+20 1.20E+18 0.11 0.038 933 135

Mrk 59....................... 111.54 82.12 14.29 0.04 1.08E+20 8.00E+17 0.32 0.032 1074 103

Mrk 79....................... 168.60 28.38 14.41 0.08 5.29E+20 4.00E+17 . . . . . . 464 84

Mrk 106 ..................... 161.14 42.88 14.45 0.08 2.44E+20 6.00E+17 0.69 0.040 738 113

Mrk 116 ..................... 160.53 44.84 14.21 0.05 3.02E+20 1.10E+18 0.65 0.041 740 102

Mrk 205 ..................... 125.45 41.67 <14.19 . . . 3.06E+20 2.00E+17 0.76 0.039 642 80

Mrk 209 ..................... 134.15 68.08 14.43 0.04 1.11E+20 4.00E+17 0.52 0.031 1106 109

Mrk 279 ..................... 115.04 46.86 14.41 0.02 1.80E+20 7.00E+17 0.48 0.045 1058 104

Mrk 290 ..................... 91.49 47.95 14.21 0.12 1.32E+20 2.00E+18 0.50 0.034 1110 79

Mrk 304 ..................... 75.99 �34.22 14.20 0.08 4.94E+20 5.00E+17 1.80 0.037 335 80

Mrk 335 ..................... 108.76 �41.42 14.07 0.03 3.64E+20 6.00E+17 0.78 0.045 443 116

Mrk 352 ..................... 125.03 �31.01 14.37 0.09 5.19E+20 3.00E+17 1.13 0.043 368 79

Mrk 357 ..................... 132.20 �39.14 14.40 0.08 5.06E+20 1.40E+18 0.98 0.036 396 77

Mrk 421 ..................... 179.83 65.03 14.39 0.03 1.51E+20 9.00E+17 0.58 0.035 2350 278

Mrk 478 ..................... 59.24 65.03 14.47 0.04 9.80E+19 7.00E+17 0.37 0.032 1145 260

Mrk 487 ..................... 87.84 49.03 14.25 0.11 1.26E+20 4.00E+17 0.73 0.033 1109 75

Mrk 501 ..................... 63.60 38.86 14.27 0.07 1.84E+20 7.00E+17 0.99 0.037 1136 125

Mrk 506 ..................... 54.18 31.50 14.47 0.07 2.88E+20 3.00E+17 1.41 0.037 716 98

Mrk 509 ..................... 35.97 �29.86 14.66 0.01 4.29E+20 1.10E+18 1.40 0.039 785 117

Mrk 618 ..................... 206.72 �34.66 14.27 0.07 4.82E+20 3.00E+17 13.01 0.047 1306 144

Mrk 734 ..................... 244.75 63.94 14.55 0.06 2.45E+20 6.00E+17 0.34 0.030 767 101

Mrk 771 ..................... 269.44 81.74 14.19 0.16 1.37E+20 9.00E+17 0.42 0.033 837 132

Mrk 817 ..................... 100.3 53.48 14.38 0.01 9.50E+19 9.00E+17 0.40 0.032 1661 116

Mrk 829 ..................... 58.76 63.25 14.28 0.09 9.80E+19 9.00E+17 0.50 0.034 894 98

Mrk 876 ..................... 98.27 40.38 14.43 0.02 2.40E+20 8.00E+17 0.96 0.038 907 73

Mrk 926 ..................... 64.09 �58.76 <14.23 . . . 2.69E+20 2.00E+17 0.60 0.038 513 131

Mrk 1095 ................... 201.69 �21.13 13.89 0.07 9.38E+20 8.00E+17 18.3 0.049 513 96

Mrk 1383 ................... 349.22 55.12 14.58 0.02 2.55E+20 6.00E+17 0.59a . . .a 823 114

Mrk 1502 ................... 123.75 �50.18 14.00 0.10 4.59E+20 3.00E+17 0.74 0.035 434 94

Mrk 1513 ................... 63.67 �29.07 14.34 0.05 3.63E+20 5.00E+17 1.22 0.037 757 127
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TABLE 7—Continued

Name

(1)

l

(2)

b

(3)

log N(O vi)

(4)

�sc
(5)

N(H i)

(6)

�(H i)

(7)

I(H�)

(8)

�(H�)

(9)

I(X)

(10)

�(IX)

(11)

MS0 700.7+6338 ....... 152.47 25.63 14.16 0.12 4.09E+20 1.40E+18 0.90 0.042 593 101

NGC 588 ................... 133.34 �31.39 <14.07 . . . 6.84E+20 1.30E+18 1.64 0.040 457 81

NGC 595 ................... 133.53 �31.31 <14.00 . . . 4.17E+20 1.20E+18 1.64 0.040 408 79

NGC 985 ................... 180.84 �59.49 14.34 0.04 3.49E+20 6.00E+17 0.79 0.031 515 101

NGC 1068.................. 172.10 �51.93 13.98 0.06 2.73E+20 6.00E+17 0.81 0.035 642 154

NGC1399 .................. 236.72 �53.63 14.10 0.11 1.59E+20 5.00E+17 . . . . . . 1920 290

NGC 1705.................. 261.08 �38.74 14.39 0.02 1.70E+20 6.00E+17 . . . . . . 868 91

NGC3310 .................. 156.6 54.06 14.56 0.02 1.42E+20 6.00E+17 0.27a . . .a 833 94

NGC 3504.................. 204.6 66.04 <14.19 . . . 2.00E+20 1.00E+18 0.41 0.037 1033 142

NGC 3991.................. 185.68 77.20 14.47 0.11 1.75E+20 1.50E+18 0.56 0.031 910 105

NGC 4151.................. 155.08 75.06 14.24 0.04 2.10E+20 6.00E+17 0.50 0.030 1041 153

NGC 4649.................. 295.88 74.34 14.31 0.13 2.04E+20 1.10E+18 0.30 0.035 1428 130

NGC 4670.................. 212.69 88.63 14.50 0.03 1.15E+20 8.00E+17 0.54 0.032 1008 111

NGC 5548.................. 31.96 70.50 14.50 0.05 1.65E+20 5.00E+17 0.34 0.032 1007 153

NGC 7469.................. 83.10 �45.47 13.96 0.06 4.42E+20 5.00E+17 0.91 0.035 351 83

NGC 7714.................. 88.22 �55.56 13.85 0.14 4.71E+20 3.00E+17 0.59a . . .a 420 81

PG 0052+251............. 123.91 �37.44 <13.97 . . . 3.99E+20 4.00E+17 0.84 0.035 375 81

PG0804+761 ............. 138.28 31.03 14.51 0.02 3.89E+20 7.00E+17 0.97a . . .a 560 109

PG 0832+251............. 199.49 33.15 14.51 0.07 2.46E+20 1.30E+18 2.16 0.038 599 95

PG 0832+675............. 147.75 35.01 14.26 0.06 3.58E+20 1.60E+18 0.70 0.044 645 125

PG 0844+349............. 188.56 37.97 14.52 0.02 3.01E+20 7.00E+17 1.06 0.041 662 104

PG 0947+396............. 182.85 50.75 14.54 0.07 1.21E+20 4.00E+17 0.55 0.039 1085 124

PG 0953+414............. 179.79 51.71 14.45 0.03 1.23E+20 9.00E+17 0.60a . . .a 993 128

PG 1001+291............. 200.09 53.20 14.5 0.06 1.76E+20 6.00E+17 0.75 0.040 846 102

PG 1004+130............. 225.12 49.12 14.65 0.03 3.76E+20 7.00E+17 1.21 0.043 553 84

PG 1011�040............. 246.50 40.75 14.15 0.04 3.66E+20 5.00E+17 0.83 0.040 628 102

PG 1116+215............. 223.36 68.21 14.26 0.03 1.16E+20 1.40E+18 0.64 0.038 976 139

PG 1211+143............. 267.55 74.32 14.17 0.06 2.71E+20 7.00E+17 0.67 0.042 951 119

PG 1259+593............. 120.56 58.05 14.22 0.02 7.60E+19 1.70E+18 0.35 0.031 1141 114

PG 1302�102............. 308.59 52.16 14.23 0.04 3.19E+20 7.00E+17 2.63 0.041 858 127

PG 1307+085............. 316.79 70.71 14.45 0.05 2.21E+20 6.00E+17 0.55 0.037 778 116

PG 1351+640............. 111.89 52.02 14.38 0.04 2.12E+20 1.70E+18 0.42 0.033 1092 93

PG 1352+183............. 4.37 72.87 14.39 0.11 1.69E+20 6.00E+17 0.43a . . .a 1281 146

PG 1402+261............. 32.96 73.46 14.53 0.05 1.50E+20 9.00E+17 0.41 0.032 905 112

PG 1404+226............. 21.48 72.37 14.33 0.12 2.00E+20 6.00E+17 0.57 0.039 1064 127

PG 1411+442............. 83.83 66.35 14.57 0.05 7.70E+19 9.00E+17 0.28 0.033 1384 95

PG 1415+451............. 84.72 65.32 14.32 0.10 7.50E+19 6.00E+17 0.34 0.035 1410 102

PG 1444+407............. 69.90 62.72 14.50 0.07 1.08E+20 4.00E+17 0.53 0.032 1101 99

PG 1626+554............. 84.51 42.19 14.25 0.09 9.00E+19 1.20E+18 0.48a . . .a 1400 101

PG 2349�014............. 91.66 �60.36 <13.97 . . . 3.00E+20 2.00E+17 0.53 0.037 591 106

PHL 1811................... 47.46 �44.81 14.45 0.04 3.97E+20 9.00E+17 0.78 0.038 481 89

PKS 0405�12............. 204.93 �41.76 14.14 0.04 3.56E+20 8.00E+17 7.46 0.043 1190 131

PKS 0558�504........... 257.96 �28.57 14.42 0.03 4.54E+20 9.00E+17 . . . . . . 576 76

PKS 2005�489........... 350.37 �32.6 14.78 0.02 4.74E+20 1.30E+18 . . . . . . 668 127

PKS 2155�304........... 17.73 �52.25 14.34 0.01 1.35E+20 8.00E+17 . . . . . . 1278 138

SBS 0335�052 ........... 191.34 �44.69 <13.99 . . . 3.63E+20 9.00E+17 8.37a . . .a 1133 120

SBS 1415+437 ........... 81.96 66.2 14.14 0.12 9.80E+19 1.10E+18 0.29 0.033 1171 106

Tol 1247�232 ............ 302.6 39.3 14.40 0.08 6.51E+20 1.10E+18 1.60 0.037 455 101

Tol 1924�416 ............ 356.94 �24.10 14.62 0.05 5.84E+20 1.10E+18 . . . . . . 721 104

Ton 1187.................... 188.33 55.38 14.35 0.08 1.00E+20 5.00E+17 0.51 0.045 1334 135

Ton S180.................... 139.00 �85.07 14.37 0.04 1.24E+20 3.00E+17 0.32 0.034 784 133

Ton S210.................... 224.97 �83.16 14.60 0.02 1.80E+20 1.20E+18 0.48 0.036 626 92

UGC 12163................ 92.14 �25.34 14.00 0.12 5.03E+20 1.30E+18 1.69a . . .a 457 84

VII Zw 118................. 151.36 25.99 14.13 0.05 3.66E+20 3.00E+17 1.11 0.044 452 95

vZ 1128 ...................... 42.50 78.68 14.49 0.01 1.11E+20 4.00E+17 0.17 0.033 1200 142

Notes.—This table lists (col. [1]) object name; (col. [2]) l; (col. [3]) b; (col. [4]) log N(O vi); (col. [5]) random error in log N(O vi); (col. [6]) Val-
ues of log N(H i) integrated over the O vi velocity range from v� to vþ using the H i observations displayed inWakker et al. 2003; (col. [7]) error
inN(H i); (col. [8]) the intensity of H� emission, I(H�), in the 1� field containing the survey object from the Wisconsin Ha survey (Haffner et al.
2001). I(Ha) is in rayleighs (106/4� photons cm�2 s�1 sr�1); (col. [9]) error in I(H�); (col. [10]) I(X), the intensity of the ROSAT (R1+R2 band)
0.25 keV soft X-ray diffuse background (counts s�1 arcmin�2) averaged over a 360 � 360 region centered on the survey object; (col: [11]) error in
I(X).The H i and O vi velocity ranges over which the various quantities have been calculated are the same for each object with the following
exceptions, where we list object (O vi v� and vþ; H i v� and vþ) with the velocities in km s�1. ESO 265�G23 (�20, 100; �100, 80); Mrk 279
(�115, 100; �100, 100); Mrk 304 (�40, 75; �100, 75); Mrk 506 (�100, 20; �100, 50); Mrk 734 (�35, 140; �100, 140); NGC 4151(�35, 100;
�100, 100); NGC 7714 (�60, 45;�80, 45); PG 0832+675 (�60, 85;�85, 85); PG 0947+396 (�65, 100;�30, 100).

a The H�measurement is very uncertain because of starlight contamination of the observation for the survey direction. The listed intensity is
an average over the surveymeasurements for adjacent directions (see Haffner et al. 2001). Errors are not listed in these cases.



versus N(O vi), we might expect to see an anticorrelation
rather than a correlation.

We compare log N(O vi) for the thick Galactic disk to
log N(H i) in Figure 19a. The values of N(H i) are obtained
from the H i observations discussed and displayed in

Wakker et al. (2003). The H i column densities have been
obtained from integrations over the same velocity range as
for O vi (see the values of v� to vþ listed in Table 2A),
except for a few cases where this would break an IVC com-
ponent into two. Then, the H i for the IVC was fully

Fig. 19.—(a) log N(O vi) for the thick disk of theMilkyWay is plotted againstN(H i) from 21 cmH i observations. The radio measurements (seeWakker et
al. 2003) have been integrated over the same velocity range as for the O vi observations (i.e., from v� to vþ). If the O vi traced a gas phase filling a significant
volume of space, one might expect to see an anticorrelation betweenN(O vi) andN(H i). Neither an anticorrelation nor a correlation are evident between O vi

and H i. (b) log N(O vi) for the thick disk of the MilkyWay is plotted against log I(H�), where I(H�) is the intensity of H� emission in rayleighs; 106/4� pho-
tons cm�2 s�1 sr�1) from the WHAM survey. No correlation is evident between O vi and H�. (c) log N(O vi) for the thick disk of the Milky Way toward each
object in Table 2A is plotted against log I(X), where I(X) is the ROSAT 0.25 keV (R1+R2 band) X-ray count rate (10�6 counts s�1 arcmin�2) in the direction
of each object averaged over eight 120 � 120 pixels centered on the object to increase signal-to-noise. The ROSAT pixel closest to the object was omitted from
the averaging since many of the AGNs are X-ray bright. The different symbols denote the value of log N(H i) in each direction. (d ) log I(H�) is plotted against
log N(H i) for the O vi survey directions. The reasonably good correlation is typical of that found when correlating many interstellar quantities. (e) log I(X) is
plotted against log I(H�) for the O vi survey directions. ( f ) log N(H i) is plotted against log I(X) for the O vi survey directions. The anticorrelation of N(H i)
and I(X) is a well-known property of the 0.25 keVX-ray background.
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included in the integration (see notes to Table 7). Although
the column densities of H i and O vi both span more than a
decade, we see no relationship between N(O vi) and N(H i)
for the sample of objects included in our program. Compar-
isons of O vi emission with estimates for the absorption in
the same direction imply that the O vi occupies a very small
fractional volume of the ISM (Shelton et al. 2001). We
should therefore not be too surprised that we do not see an
anticorrelation.

9.2. NðO viÞ versusH� Emission from the
Warm IonizedMedium

In Figure 19bwe compare the column density of O viwith
the intensity of H� emission from the warm ionized
medium. Values of log N(O vi) toward each survey object
are plotted against log I(H�), where I(H�) is the velocity
integrated surface brightness of diffuse H� emission in ray-
leighs (106/4� photons cm�2 s�1 sr�1) measured by the
Wisconsin H�mapper experiment (Haffner et al. 2001) over
a 1� diameter field of view in a pointing direction containing
the extragalactic object but not centered on the object. One
rayleigh is equivalent to an ionized gas emission measure,
EM ¼

R
n2edx, of 2.25 cm

�6 pc in ionized gas with T ¼ 8000
K. The column density of O vi and the emission measure of
diffuse Galactic H� are poorly correlated. This is in marked
contrast to the relatively good correlation between I(H�)
andN(H i) (see Fig. 19d).

9.3. NðO viÞ versus the Soft X-Ray Background Emission

O vi and X-rays are apparently associated with hot gas in
the ISM, so we checked to see if N(O vi) and the brightness
of X-ray emission are correlated. Since O vi peaks in abun-
dance at T � 3� 105 K under conditions of equilibrium
collisional ionization, we have chosen to compare the O vi

absorption to the 0.25 keV soft X-ray background radia-
tion, which likely is produced in hot gas with
T � ð1 3Þ � 106 K. For 0.25 keV X-rays, the photoelectric
absorption optical depth is unity for a total hydrogen col-
umn density (neutral and ionized) of �1� 1020 cm�2. For
most of the high-latitude lines of sight in the FUSEO vi pro-
gram, N(H iÞ � ð1 4Þ � 1020 cm�2 (see Table 7). Therefore,
the photoelectric absorption of distant X-ray–emitting gas
along these lines of sight should result in an attenuation of
approximately 1 to 4 optical depths.

In Figure 9b we display an all-sky Aitoff projection of the
0.25 keV soft X-ray background count rate from Snowden
et al. (1997) at a resolution of 360. The X-ray data are repre-
sented by the gray-scale image, and the column densities of
O vi toward each object in the FUSE survey are represented
by the open circles, with the circle size proportional to
log N(O vi). The 11 3 � upper limits to log N(O vi) are dis-
played as triangles with a size proportional to the limit. We
note a possible correlation between the value of log N(O vi)
and the soft X-ray brightness. For example, the high O vi

column density toward 3C 273 (l ¼ 289=95, b ¼ 64=36)
traces gas where the 0.25 keV X-ray emission is particularly
large, while the O vi column densities are small toward 8 of
12 objects in the region of generally low X-ray emission
from l � 60� to 150� and b � �30� to�60�.

In Figure 19c we directly compare values of log N(O vi)
with values of the 0.25 keV X-ray count rate from the
ROSAT survey, log I(X). The values of log N(O vi) are for
the thick disk (see Table 2A) while the values of I(X) (10�6

counts s�1 arcmin�2) listed in column (10) of Table 7 repre-
sent the sum of the ROSAT (R1+R2 band) 0.25 keV
counts in eight ROSAT sky survey pixels of 120 size lying
closest to the direction of each object. This sum did not
include the central ROSAT pixel because it could be
affected by an X-ray point source associated with the back-
ground AGN or QSO. To assess the possible effects of pho-
toelectric attenuation of the X-rays, we have plotted the
observations in Figure 19c with different symbols to distin-
guish different values of N(H i). The open and filled sym-
bols are for values of N(H i) greater than or less than
2� 1020 cm�2, respectively.

As is well known, the intensity of 0.25 keV X-ray observa-
tions of the diffuse background displays an anticorrelation
with Galactic N(H i) (Snowden et al. 1998, 2000). The anti-
correlation of N(H i) and I(X) for our survey directions is
shown in Figure 19f. That anticorrelation also shows up in
Figure 19c as a clear separation of data points sorted
according to N(H i). The X-ray emission is large when
N(H iÞ < 2� 1020 cm�2 (filled symbols) and small when
N(H iÞ > 2� 1020 cm�2 (open symbols). In directions where
N(H i) is relatively small and where foreground photoelec-
tric attenuation should also be small (filled symbols) there is
no obvious correlation between log N(O vi) and log I(X).

The diffuse X-ray background is a complex superposi-
tion of a nonuniform local bubble component and attenu-
ated halo and extragalactic background components
(Snowden et al. 1998, 2000). In order to properly compare
N(O vi) with the soft X-ray diffuse background, we need to
correct for the photoelectric absorption produced by fore-
ground neutral and ionized gas. While we have good infor-
mation about the total amount of neutral gas we do not
know its line of sight distribution very well. Also, we have
very little knowledge about the amount of absorbing ion-
ized gas along our high-latitude lines of sight. The warm
ionized gas could provide a considerable amount of X-ray
absorption since its column density is typically 30% to 50%
of the H i column density along high-latitude lines of sight.
Given all these uncertainties, we do not pursue the rela-
tionships between O vi absorption and X-ray emission any
further.

An interesting result that emerges from our O vi correla-
tion study is that, while the correlations of N(O vi) versus
N(H i) and N(O vi) versus I(H�) are poor, the correlation
I(H�) versus N(H i) is relatively good (see Fig. 19d). The
latter correlation is perhaps not too surprising, since many
tracers of gas in the ISM are relatively well correlated. The
good correlation of I(H�) versus N(H i) and the good
anticorrelation of I(X) and N(H i) explains why I(H�)
and I(X) also have a relatively good anticorrelation (see
Fig. 19e).

9.4. O vi and Galactic Nonthermal Radio Loops

Galactic nonthermal radio loops trace the sites of ener-
getic events in the Galaxy and may therefore contain an
excess of hot interstellar gas (see Sembach, Savage, & Tripp
1997). In Figure 9a we show the boundaries of Galactic
Radio Loops I–IV as defined by the observations of
Berkhuijsen et al. (1971) along with the total O vi column
density toward each survey object, displayed as the filled
circles with size related to log N(O vi). For Radio Loops II
and III there is no obvious enhancement in the O vi column
density when moving from directions off the radio loops to
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directions inside the loops. In fact, the region defined by
Radio Loop II represents a region generally deficient inO vi.

In the direction of Radio Loop IV we have previously
noted the substantial enhancement in the O vi column
density toward 3C 273 (l ¼ 289=95, b ¼ 64=36, log
[N(O viÞ sin jbj� ¼ 14:67), which is in the direction of a
bright soft X-ray–emitting filament near the edge of
Radio Loop IV (see Figs. 9a and 9b). The values of
log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] toward seven other objects inside of
Radio Loop IV including Mrk 1383, Tol 1247�232, PG
1302�102, PG 1307+085, HE 1326�516, ESO 572�G34,
and HE 1143�1810 range from <14.06 for HE 1326�0516
to 14.49 forMrk 1383, respectively.

Similarly, for the seven objects in directions within the
boundaries of Radio Loop I but outside of Radio Loop IV,
we find two objects (PKS 2005�489, PG 1352+183) with
large values of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj], three objects with aver-
age values (ESO 141�G55, NGC 4649, and Tol 1924�
416), and two objects with low values (HE 1115�1735,
ESO 265�G23). Determining if the excesses in log
[N(O viÞ sin jbj] toward PKS 2005�489 and PG 1352+183
are due to an association with Radio Loop I and not caused
by a more distant phenomena (e.g., hot gas associated with
the Galactic center) will require measures of O vi toward
nearer stars in the general directions of these three objects.
We conclude that the amount of O vi is not strongly
enhanced in the directions of Galactic Radio Loops.

9.5. O vi,N v, andC iv

A detailed intercomparison of the relationships among
the various highly ionized species found in the halo is
beyond the scope of this paper since it will require determin-
ing reliable values of the column density of Si iv, C iv, and
N v for many of the objects listed in Table 2A from existing
or future observations with the spectrographs aboard the
HST. However, a preliminary study of the amount of N v

and C iv compared to O vi through the entire halo is valua-
ble since the ratios of N v and C iv to O vi provides con-
straints on the ionization processes in the halo. In Table 8
we compare values of log N(O vi), log N(N v), and log
N(C iv) for paths through the entire halo for cases in which
values of log N(N v) and log N(C iv) have been obtained
with GHRS or STIS at resolutions, �/D�, exceeding 10,000.
Results for H1821+643 are omitted from this table because
of the strong probable contamination to C iv, N v, and O vi

from the planetary nebula K1-16 (see x 8.6).
The values of N(C iv)/N(O vi) range from 0.49 to 1.74.

Ignoring the upper limit for Mrk 205 and the one high value

of the ratio for ESO 141�G55, which traces gas over the
Galactic center (see Sembach et al. 1999), we find that the
values of N(C iv)/N(O vi) range from 0.49 to 0.79 with an
average of 0.62 and a standard deviation of 0.10. The values
of N(N v)/N(O vi) range from 0.13 to 0.24. Ignoring the
upper limit for Fairall 9, we find a range from 0.14 to 0.24
with an average of 0.18 and a standard deviation of 0.05.
These ionic ratios are compared to theoretical expectations
in x 10.2.

The average value of N(C iv)/N(O viÞ ¼ 0:62� 0:10
for six complete paths through the Galactic halo can be
compared to the average 0.62 (+0.68, �0.32) found by
E. Jenkins & D. Bowen (2002, private communication)
based on a preliminary analysis of O vi absorption toward
54 stars in the Galactic disk with jzj < 0:4 kpc for which val-
ues ofN(C iv) are available from the IUE high ion survey of
Savage, Meade, & Sembach (2001). The fact that the aver-
age is similar for disk and halo lines of sight suggests that
the processes creating O vi and C ivmay not change signifi-
cantly from the disk to the halo. This result is in marked
contrast to the conclusion reached by Spitzer (1996) based
on a sample of 6 relatively nearby stars in the disk for which
N(O vi) was measured by the Copernicus satellite and
N(C iv) was measured byHST or IUE. The six-star average
ofN(C iv)/N(O viÞ ¼ 0:17� 0:08 suggested a large increase
in the value of the C iv to O vi ion ratio from the disk into
the low halo. It is likely that the smaller value of the high ion
ratio for disk gas determined by Spitzer is dominated by
conditions in the ISM relatively close to the Sun. In con-
trast, the preliminary result from Jenkins & Bowen provides
a more global assessment of the C iv to O vi ratio in the disk
of the Galaxy.

10. ORIGIN OF O vi AND OTHER HIGHLY IONIZED
SPECIES IN THE GALACTIC HALO

The FUSE O vi survey observations reported here pro-
vide important new insights into the distribution and kine-
matics of highly ionized gas in the Milky Way halo. The
FUSE observations increase by an order of magnitude the
number of lines of sight for which absorption-line informa-
tion is now available for extragalactic paths through the
entire halo. By obtaining information on O vi, we are able
to gain information about one of the best tracers of hot, col-
lisionally ionized gas available in the entire electromagnetic
spectrum. The observations confirm the basic validity of
Spitzer’s (1956) prediction that the ISM of the Galaxy
contains a hot gas phase that extends well away from the
Galactic plane.

TABLE 8

Extragalactic Sight Lines with Galactic O vi, N v, and C iv Column Densities

Object l b log N(O vi) logN(N v) log N(C iv) N(N v)/N(O vi) N(C iv)/N(O vi) Reference

Mrk 509 .................. 35.97 �29.86 14.66� 0.01 13.87� 0.07 14.45� 0.04 0.16� 0.03 0.62� 0.06 1

3C 273..................... 289.95 64.36 14.73� 0.01 13.86� 0.06 14.49� 0.03 0.13� 0.02 0.58� 0.04 2

PKS 2155�304........ 17.73 �52.25 14.34� 0.01 13.72� 0.13 14.11� 0.04 0.24� 0.08 0.59� 0.06 1

ESO 141�55 ........... 338.18 �26.71 14.50� 0.02 13.82� 0.10 14.74� 0.10 0.21� 0.05 1.74� 0.46 3

Fairall 9 .................. 295.07 �57.83 14.38� 0.07 <13.71(3 �) 14.21� 0.08 <0.21(3 �) 0.68� 0.19 1

NGC 4151............... 156.60 54.06 14.24� 0.04 . . . 13.93� 0.06 . . . 0.49� 0.09 1

NGC 5548............... 31.96 70.50 14.50� 0.05 13.64� 0.10 14.40� 0.04 0.14� 0.04 0.79� 0.13 1

Mrk 205 .................. 125.45 41.67 <14.19(3 �) . . . 13.94� 0.06 . . . <0.56 (3 �) 4

References.—(1) Savage et al. 1997; (2) Sembach et al. 1997; (3) Sembach et al. 1999; (4) Bowen &Blades 1993.
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Although the FUSE O vi observations greatly increase
the number of paths through the halo for which absorption
line data is now available, it is important to understand how
the newO vi observations fit into the broad context of infor-
mation about the distribution and kinematics of various
other species in the halo of the Galaxy. In Table 9 we com-
pare the distributions of various components of the Galactic
ISM from H i to O vi. Because of the irregular distribution
of the ISM it is difficult to determine reliable estimates for
the extension of the gas away from the Galactic plane. How-
ever, the highly ionized species (Si iv, C iv, N v, and O vi)
are �10 times more extended than the warm neutral
medium and�3 times more extended than the warm ionized
medium traced by electrons and Al iii. Among the high ions,
it appears that the two species that are more easily photo-
ionized (Si iv and C iv) may have a greater extension than
the two species that mostly trace collisionally ionized gas
(N v and O vi). If this result is confirmed through a more
careful study of C iv toward objects with measured values
of N(O vi), it would imply that several different ionization
mechanisms are controlling the abundance of highly ionized
gas in the halo.

Theories for the origin of highly ionized gas in the Milky
Way halo must explain the distribution, support, kine-
matics, and ionization of the gas. For reviews of the models
see Spitzer (1990), McKee (1993), and Savage (1995). The
ionization of Si iv and C iv is likely either from electron col-
lisions in a hot gas, photoionization, or some combination
of both processes. With their high ionization threshold, O vi

andN v are more likely to be produced by collisional ioniza-
tion in hot gas. However, nonequilibrium ionization effects

will probably be important because collisionally ionized gas
cools very rapidly in the range of temperature ð1 5Þ � 105

K. Such transition temperature gas might occur within the
cooling gas of a ‘‘Galactic fountain ’’ (Shapiro & Field
1976; Edgar & Chevalier 1986; Shapiro & Benjamin 1991),
in the conductively heated interface region between the hot
and cool interstellar gas (Ballet, Arnaud, & Rothenflug
1986), in radiatively cooling SN bubbles (Slavin & Cox
1992, 1993) or in turbulent mixing layers (TMLs) where hot
gas and warm gas are mixed by turbulence to produce gas
with nonequilibrium ionization characteristics (Begelman &
Fabian 1990; Slavin, Shull, & Begelman 1993). The heating
and ionization of the gas could also occur through magnetic
reconnection processes (Raymond 1992; Zimmer, Lesch,
& Birk 1997). With such a large number of processes
possibly operating, it is difficult to clearly identify the most
important processes.

For additional discussions of the physical origins of O vi

in and near the Milky Way, see xx 9, 10, and 11 in Sembach
et al. (2003). In particular x 9.2 from that paper addresses
the possibility that some of the O vi is created by photoioni-
zation from the extragalactic background radiation. How-
ever, that possibility is ruled out for O vi in the thick disk of
the Milky Way because the required path length through
very low-density gas greatly exceeds the observed scale
height for thick disk O vi.

10.1. Insights from the Kinematics ofO vi

Although the velocities expected for gas in a hot
Galactic fountain (Bregman 1980) are large enough to

TABLE 9

Galactic Scale Height Estimates

Ion

n0
(cm�3) �P (dex)

a
N?

(cm�2)

h

(kpc) Reference

H i........... 0.16� 0.01 0.11 (1.9� 0.2)� 1020 0.39� 0.3 1b

H+ .......... 0.036 0.22 1.0(+0.23,�0.19)� 1020 0.89(+0.25,�0.18) 2c

Al iii ........ 2.2� 10�9 0.20 6.9(+2.8,�1.0)� 1012 1.02(+0.36,�0.24) 2

Si iv......... (2.3� 0.2)� 10�9 0.31 (3.6� 0.6)� 1013 5.1� 0.7 1b

C iv ......... (9.2� 0.8)� 10�9 0.30 (1.2� 0.2)� 1014 4.4� 0.6 1b

N v.......... (2.6� 0.3)� 10�9 0.24 (2.7� 0.5)� 1013 3.3� 0.5 1b

O vi ......... 1.7� 10�8 �0.25 �1.2� 1014 �2.3 3d

a �P (dex) is a logarithmic patchiness parameter included in the parameter estimate to allow for the irregular distri-
bution of the gas (see Savage et al. 1990 and Savage et al. 1997). The value for O vi simply represents the standard devia-
tion in log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] for objects in the southernGalactic hemisphere.

b The same sample of disk and halo stars was used to derive n0, N? (cm�2), and h (kpc) for H i, Si iv, C iv, and N v.
Therefore, the parameters listed for these four species are affected by the same object sample bias. For the other ions
the sample bias will be different, which makes a cross-comparison of results from ion to ion more uncertain. The value
of n0 (cm�3Þ ¼ 0:16� 0:11 cm�3 listed for H i indicates that the object sample studied by Savage et al. (1997) for stars
at low z is dominated by paths through the lower density warm neutral medium of the Galaxy. Sight lines through pro-
nounced H ii regions were avoided to reduce the possibility of contaminating the disk sample with low jzj lines of sight
through regions of photoionized Si iv and C iv. However, this selection process also removes from the sample those
regions of higher than normal gas density and hot star density where one might expect to have an excess of collisionally
ionized gas. These scale heights are more uncertain than the formal error bars suggest. The number of extragalactic
objects leading to the estimate for C iv is 13. If the distribution of C iv in the sky is as complex as that of O vi, the
Galactic positions of those 13 objects will influence the derived scale height. To reliably compare the extensions of these
different high ions away from the Galactic plane it will be necessary to obtain measures of N v, C iv, and Si iv for a
number of those objects where measurements of O vi now exist.

c The scale height estimate for free electrons given in Savage et al. 1990 used the pulsar dispersion data from
Reynolds 1989 (Table 1) along with dispersion measures for pulsars in the globular clusters M13 and M53. The
technique for estimating the various parameters is identical to that used for Al iii.

d The scale height estimate for O vi is uncertain because a simple plane-parallel patchy cloud distribution does not
provide a good fit to the observations (see x 6). The estimate here assumes the O vi distribution is given by a patchy
plane-parallel layer with a 0.25 dex enhancement to log N(O vi) in the northern Galactic hemisphere. The value of
n0(O vi) is from the FUSE survey of O vi in the Galactic disk (Jenkins et al. 2001).

References.—(1) Savage et al. 1997; (2) Savage et al. 1990; (3) this paper.
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explain the velocities of the Milky Way HVCs, it is now
established that some of the HVCs (Complex C and the
Magellanic Stream) have low metallicities and are extra-
galactic in origin (Wakker et al. 1999; Lu et al. 1998;
Richter et al. 2001b). Turning to the intermediate velocity
gas, we find that velocities of the IVCs are well described
by a low-temperature Galactic fountain (Houck & Breg-
man 1990). Furthermore, the IVCs have abundances and
z-distances consistent with the idea that they represent
gas participating in a Galactic fountain flow (Wakker
2001; Richter et al 2001a, 2001b). Although specific
Galactic fountain kinematical predictions have not been
made for O vi, it is not obvious that such a prediction
would produce the symmetrical distribution of upward
and downward O vi cloud motions seen in Figure 6c for
sight lines at high latitude with jbj > 45�. On the other
hand, the high positive velocity wings of O vi absorption
extending from �100 to �250 km s�1 in the spectra of 21
objects could be marking outflowing fountain gas that
contains O vi.

Gas in the Galactic halo could be supported through the
turbulent outflow of the hot gas associated with a Galactic
fountain, by the pressure in a Galactic magnetic field with
lines of force mostly parallel to the Galactic plane (Bloemen
1987), or from the pressure provided by the streaming
of cosmic rays along magnetic field lines parallel to z
(Chevalier & Fransson 1984; Hartquist & Morfill 1986;
Breitschwerdt, Voelk, &McKenzie 1991).

Although it appears that the support provided by turbu-
lent pressure can explain the extended H i distribution in the
Galaxy (Lockman & Gehman 1991), it is not possible for
the turbulence inferred from the C iv absorption line or the
O vi line to support the C iv and O vi layers with scale
heights estimated to be h(C ivÞ ¼ 4:4 kpc (Savage et al.
1997) and h(O viÞ � 2:3 kpc (this paper). For an isothermal
atmosphere at temperature T in hydrostatic equilibrium,
the scale height is given by h ¼ kT=hmigðjzjÞ, where gðjzjÞ is
the gravitational acceleration toward the disk and hmi is the
average mass per particle. With the Doppler spread parame-
ter given by b ¼ ð2kT=hmiÞ1=2, the scale height is
h ¼ b2=2gðjzjÞ. For |z| in the range of 1 to 10 kpc in the solar
neighborhood, the gravitational acceleration toward the
disk is relatively constant and approximately 10�8 cm s�2

(Kuijken & Gilmore 1989). This allows us to use the simple
expression above assuming constant g for evaluating the
extension of the hot (large scale height) component of the
gas. To produce gas scale heights of 4.4 and 2.3 kpc there-
fore requires turbulent velocities, b ¼ ½2hgðjzjÞ�1=2 � 165
and 119 km s�1, respectively. The average C iv turbulent
velocity not including the effects of inflow and outflow aver-
aged over four high-latitude lines of sight is 45 km s�1

(Savage et al. 1997). That estimate can be compared to the
value of hb(O viÞi ¼ 61 km s�1 we obtain for high-latitude
(jbj > 45�) lines of sight (see Table 4). The turbulent veloc-
ities for C iv and O vi are 3.7 and 1.9 times smaller than nec-
essary for the gas to be supported by turbulent pressure
alone. The discrepancy for C iv is large. The discrepancy for
O vi would be reduced if the estimate for b(O vi) were
to include the high positive-velocity gas seen toward the
21 high-latitude objects listed in Table 6.

The observations imply some other support mechanism is
required for C iv and may also be required for O vi. The
Galactic magnetic field working with the pressure produced
by cosmic rays offers an alternate support mechanism

(Chevalier & Fransson 1984; Hartquist & Morfill 1986;
Bloemen 1987; Breitschwerdt et al. 1991).

10.2. Insights from the Amount and Distribution ofO vi

The amount and distribution of O vi in the halo can be
used to constrain models of the ISM. The amount of O vi

through the entire halo compared to other species such as
N v, C iv, and Si iv provides information about the ioniza-
tion mechanisms operating in the halo. The average column
density of O vi through the halo can be used to constrain the
mass flow rate associated with a Galactic fountain. The
observed north-south asymmetry in the distribution of the
O vi not only calls into question the assumption of a simple
plane-parallel patchy layer for the distribution of the gas
but also raises interesting questions regarding the Galactic
phenomena that are causing the asymmetry (see x 6).

The various theories for the ionization of the gas in the
halo provide quite different predictions for ionic ratios
among the highly ionized species. The behavior of N(Si iv)/
(N v), N(C iv)/N(Si iv), and N(C iv)/N(N v) has been dis-
cussed by Savage et al. (1997), and the various model predic-
tions are given by Sembach et al. (1997). An excellent
summary of the model predictions for N(C iv)/N(O vi) is
given by Spitzer (1996). Models of conductive interfaces
(Borkowski, Balbus, & Fristrom 1990) and supernova bub-
bles (Slavin & Cox 1992) yield similar predictions with
N(C iv)/N(O vi) in the range from 0.09 to 0.25. The cooling
Galactic fountain calculations from Shapiro & Benjamin
(1991) that include the effects of the ionization produced by
the photons from recombining He+2 predict that N(C iv)/
N(O vi) should range from 0.3 to 0.5 depending on the
assumptions about the nature of the flow. The theory of tur-
bulent mixing layers (Slavin et al. 1993) for hot gas entrain-
ment velocities of 25 and 100 km s�1 and an electron
temperature 2� 105 K in the postmixed gas yield N(C iv)/
N(O vi) in the range from 1.4 to 8. The observed average
value and dispersion of N(C iv)/N(O vi) is 0:62� 0:10. The
observed C iv to O vi ratio for paths through the entire
MilkyWay halo is most consistent with the cooling Galactic
fountain model. However, the same cooling fountain mod-
els predict values of N(N v)/ N(O vi) in the range from 0.04
to 0.06, while the observed average of 0:18� 0:05 is approx-
imately 3 times larger. None of the models discussed above
predict ionic ratios of C iv/O vi and N v/O vi that
agree with the observed ratios for lines of sight through the
entire halo. Line of sight averaging over the absorption
associated with multiple production processes could be the
explanation.

Edgar & Chevalier (1986) have calculated the expected
column densities for various highly ionized species in a
Galactic fountain flow for gas cooling from temperatures
>106 K. The expected column density of O vi is related to
the mass flow rate out of the disk, _MM, where
_MM ¼ 1:4mHnH� _NN=nH for He/H ¼ 0:1. Here 1.4mH is the
meanmass per atom,� is the surface area of the flow region,
nH is the initial ionized hydrogen density of the cooling gas,
and _NN is the flux of cooling gas (ionized hydrogen atoms
cm�2 s�1). The value of ( _NN=nH), which by conservation of
mass is the flow velocity, can be estimated from the amount
of O vi in the cooling flow. If the cooling gas flow is isobaric
Edgar & Chevalier (1986) find that _NN=nH ¼ 2:6� 106

[N(O vi)/1014 cm�2] cm s�1. With N(O viÞ ¼ 1014:09 cm�2,
the average value of N(O viÞ sin jbj in the south Galactic
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polar region, _NN=nH ¼ 3:2� 106 cm s�1 and _MM=� ¼
1:1� 10�3 (nH/10

�3 cm�3) M� yr�1 kpc�2. If the fountain
activity extends over a region 20 kpc in radius, then
_MM ¼ 1:4ðnH=10�3 cm�3)M� yr�1 on each side of the Galac-
tic disk. This mass flow rate is similar to that estimated for
the IVCs but is much larger than that estimated for the
HVCs (Savage 1995). This gives some support to the idea
that the IVCs rather than the HVCs are related to the cool-
ing gas of a fountain. In this case, the fountain kinematics
are best described by a low-temperature rather than a high-
temperature Galactic fountain (Houck & Bregman 1990).
The flow rate numbers given here decrease by 1.7 times if
the cooling flow is mostly isochoric rather than isobaric.

The constraints provided by the observations of highly
ionized gas in the Milky Way have resulted in the develop-
ment of several hybrid models for gas in the halo. Ito &
Ikeuchi (1988) suggest a model that includes a fountain flow
to produce hot collisionally ionized gas in the disk and low
halo and photoionization by the extragalactic EUV back-
ground radiation and Galactic EUV sources to enhance the
production of Si iv and C iv at large |z|. In this model the
support of gas at large z is due to the fountain and chimney
activity, while the ionization of the gas is affected by both
collisional ionization and photoionization. A Galactic
‘‘ chimney ’’ refers to vigorous fountain activity in the region
of an OB association where correlated supernovae create
superbubbles of hot gas which break through the gas of the
Galactic plane through Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities
(Bruhweiler et al. 1980; Cowie, McKee, & Ostriker 1981;
McCray & Kafatos 1987; MacLow, McCray, & Norman
1989). It is difficult to produce Galactic O vi by the extraga-
lactic EUV background at the observed column density lev-
els because very low physical densities and extremely long
path lengths are required (Sembach et al. 2003). The rela-
tively free flow of EUV photons into the halo from hot stars
in OB associations at the base of Galactic chimneys is an
additional source of ionizing radiation that could produce
enhancements in the amount of Si iv and C iv but not N v

and O vi. Ionization may also be provided by hot white
dwarf stars. Si iv and C iv can be produced by the He rich
white dwarfs, while N v and O vi can also be produced by
the H rich white dwarfs (Dupree & Raymond 1983). The
larger scale heights of the white dwarfs compared to the
nondegenerate OB stars allows their ionizing radiation to
more easily escape from the Galactic disk into the halo.

A second example of a hybrid model is that of Shull &
Slavin (1994), which combines cooling SN bubbles at low jzj
with the turbulent mixing layers associated with Galactic
chimneys at large |z|. These authors were specifically trying
to produce an inhomogeneous model in which the ISM
changes character at large z in order to explain the different
high ion scale heights. In this model the Galactic chimneys
produce unusual ionization characteristics at large |z|
because nonequilibrium conditions exist in the walls of the
chimneys where hot and cool gases are intermixed. Photo-
ionization by EUV radiation produced by the extra-
galactic background or by the hot stars in the underlying
OB association is another possible source of ionization in
the chimney walls. Such hybrid models have a number of
adjustable parameters for which it is possible to find values
that provide acceptable fits to the observed ionic ratios and
their observed changes with |z|.

The simulations of supernova remnant evolution in the
lower halo (Shelton 1998) reveal that C iv, N v, and O vi

can survive for very long periods of time (�107 years) in iso-
lated supernova remnants occurring in low-density halo
environments. The simulations suggest that an ensemble of
supernova remnants could produce a time-averaged O vi

column density perpendicular to the Galactic plane ranging
from 4� 1013 to 7� 1013 cm�2, which is a reasonable frac-
tion (25%–45%) of the total amount of O vi observed along
the typical halo line of sight with N(O viÞ sin jbj ¼
1:6� 1014 cm�2. However, the amount of C iv predicted to
occur in such remnants is substantially less than the amount
observed by factors of 5–10. Shelton’s simulation illustrates
that careful considerations of all the possible processes for
creating hot gas will ultimately be required to determine the
relative importance of each one.

The high degree of irregularity of the distribution of the
O vi that extends from sub-degree scales (Howk et al 2002a)
to the larger angular scales sampled in this survey imply a
great deal of complexity in the distribution of Galactic O vi.
The small angular scale variability toward the LMC and
SMC (Howk et al. 2002a) shows that the O vi is evidently
found in small-scale complex cloudlike or filament-like
structures rather than in a more diffuse medium filling a sub-
stantial fraction of the volume of the space. However, these
small-scale structures must be common in order to explain
the high frequency of occurrence of large columns of thick
disk O vi toward the extragalactic sources observed in our
survey program. Evidence for a small filling factor for the
O vi follows from the interpretations of O vi emission/
absorption observations (Shelton et al. 2001; Dixon et al.
2001). The implications for substantial complexity of the
distribution of O vi suggests that experiments designed to
image O vi emission will produce a wealth of information
about the small- and large-scale phenomena responsible for
the origin of Galactic O vi.

10.3. Insights from the General Absence of Correlations

Measures ofN(O vi) generally correlate poorly with other
ISM observables including N(H i) in the thick disk, N(H i)
in IVCs, I(H�), I(X-ray), and the presence of Galactic radio
loops (see x 9). Since gas near T ¼ 3� 105 K cools rapidly,
we would expect to find O vi either in disturbed cooling
structures or in the transition temperature interfaces
between more stable warm (�5000 K) and hot (�106 K) gas.
It should therefore not be too surprising to find that a diag-
nostic tracing gas in interfaces does not correlate well with
the bulk of the gas between which the interfaces exist. Also a
diagnostic of rapidly evolving energetic processes in the
ISM should tend to have a disorganized relationship to the
primary more stable phases of the ISM. The absence of cor-
relations among O vi and other ISM observables is also con-
sistent with the results of O vi emission/absorption
comparisons which imply a small filling factor for O vi

(Shelton et al. 2001; Dixon et al. 2001).
If much of the interstellar O vi actually does exist in inter-

faces between warm and hot gas, the correlation we should
be seeking is between N(O vi) and the number of interfaces
along the line of sight and not between N(O vi) and the
amount of gas in the gas phases producing the interfaces.
Determining the number of interfaces will require looking
at the detailed component structure of the cool and warm
gas tracers along interstellar lines of sight. In principle this
could be done using the FUSE data alone by studying low-
ionization absorption from such species as Ar i, Si ii, Fe ii,
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and P ii. However, a more careful investigation will require
the higher resolution observations possible with STIS.

One interesting correlation that did emerge from our
study links the amount of O vi to the level of kinematical
disturbance along the line of sight (x 7.4). The correlation
betweenN(O vi) and b (km s�1) shown in Figure 18 could be
explained if the values of b are a measure of the flow velocity
in a cooling flow (Edgar & Chevalier 1986; Heckman et al.
2002). The other possibility is that b is simply a measure of
the level of mechanical disturbance in the gas and the
amount of O vi increases as the disturbance increases possi-
bly through increased turbulent mixing of warm and hot gas
(Begelman &Fabian 1990).

10.4. Insights fromObservations of Other Galaxies

Measurements of O vi absorption along complete paths
through galaxy halos now exist for the Milky Way, LMC
(Howk et al. 2000b), and SMC (Hoopes et al. 2002). The
results are summarized in Table 10, where we list the aver-
age values of log [NðO viÞ sin jbj], the average value of b (km
s�1), and the oxygen abundance. The table also contains
estimates of Galactic fountain flow velocities and mass flow
rates (see below) and estimates of the star formation rate
per unit area in each galaxy.

The values of log [NðO viÞ sin jbj] for the three galaxies
increase by only a factor of 2.6 in going from the southern
Milky Way to the SMC. In contrast, the oxygen abundance
decreases by a factor of 6.2 times, while the star formation
rate per unit area of the disk increases by 3 times. Edgar &
Chevalier (1986) have calculated the column densities of
highly ionized gas cooling from T > 106 K with solar abun-
dances. The expected column density of O vi in a column of
cooling gas is proportional to AO

_NNtcool, where AO is the
abundance of oxygen with respect to hydrogen, _NN is
the flux of cooling gas (hydrogen ions cm�2 s�1), and tcool is
the cooling time of the gas. It is often assumed for depar-
tures from solar abundances that tcool / n�1

H A�1
Z , where nH

is the initial ionized hydrogen density in the cooling gas and
AZ is the mean metallicity of the dominant coolants in the

gas. This relation assumes that the cooling is dominated by
the radiative emission produced by the heavy elements.
Since oxygen is the most important coolant we take
AZ ¼ AO. Therefore, with these assumptions, N(O viÞ /
_NN=nH, which is independent of the oxygen abundance. The
calculations of Sutherland &Dopita (1993) in their Figure 8
show that for a decrease of elemental abundances from solar
to 0.1 solar, the cooling function for a hot plasma with
T � 3� 105 K, � (ergs cm3 s�1) decreases by only a factor
of 3. This is probably because Sutherland & Dopita (1993)
allowed O/Fe to increase by a factor of 3.2, while Fe/H and
the other heavy elements were decreased in abundance by a
factor of 10. Using the recent cooling function calculations
of Benjamin, Benson, & Cox (2001), the reduction factor is
7 when all the elemental abundances are reduced by a factor
of 10.

The dependence of the cooling time on abundance and
density therefore scales more like tcool / n�1

H A��
Z with

� ¼ 0:85 if we use the Benjamin et al. (2001) cooling func-
tion and maintain the elemental abundances in the solar
ratios. Therefore, the dependence of the O vi column den-
sity on the various parameters should scale as N(O viÞ /
½AO/ AO(solar)�1�� _NNn�1

H , where we have assumed the abun-
dance of oxygen can be taken as a measure of the abundance
of the important coolants.

For solar abundances, Edgar & Chevalier (1986) estimate
that N(O vi) cm�2 ¼ 3:8� 1014 cm�2(v/100 km s�1). This
assumes the gas is cooling isobarically from 106 K. If the gas
cools from higher temperatures or isochorically the estimate
of N(O vi) increases by factors of several. To allow for sub-
solar abundances in the cooling gas we modify this expres-
sion to be N(O viÞ ¼ ð3:8� 1014 cm�2) (v/100 km s�1)
[AO/AO(solar)]

1��. Therefore, from the observed value of
N(O vi) or N(O viÞ sin jbj we can estimate the cooling gas
flow velocity, v ¼ _NNn�1

H , provided we know the oxygen
abundance. From the flow velocity we can derive the mass
flow rate per unit area from _MM=� ¼ 1:4mHnH _NNn�1

H for
He/H ¼ 0:1.

Values of v (km s�1Þ ¼ _NNn�1
H and _MM=�ðnH=10�3 cm�3)

(M� yr�1 kpc�2) for each galaxy are given in Table 10

TABLE 10

Results for MilkyWay, LMC, and SMC

Galaxy

h[N(O viÞ sin jbj]ia
(1014 cm�2)

hbia
(km s�1) AO

b

_NN=nH
c

(km s�1)

_MM=�d

(M� yr�1 kpc�2)

SFR/�e

(M�yr
�1 kpc�2)

MilkyWay south ....... 1.2 60 6.61� 10�4 32 1.1� 10�3 3� 10�3

MilkyWay north ....... 1.8 62 6.61� 10�4 47 1.7� 10�3 3� 10�3

LMC.......................... 1.9 55 2.24� 10�4 59 2.1� 10�3 8� 10�3

SMC .......................... 3.4 56 1.07� 10�4 118 4.2� 10�3 6� 10�3

a Average values of N(O viÞ sin jbj and the line widths, b (km s�1), are from this paper for the Milky Way, from Howk et al.
2002b for the LMC, and fromHoopes et al. 2002 for the SMC.

b The oxygen abundances, AO ¼ O=H are from Allen 1973 for the Milky Way, from Russell & Dopita 1992 for the LMC and
the SMC. We list the Allen 1973 abundances because they were adopted for the Edgar & Chevalier 1986 fountain calculations. A
current estimate fromHolweger 2001 for the Sun isAO ¼ 5:4� 10�4.

c The cooling gas fountain flow velocity v ¼ _NN=nH is estimated from the observed value of the O vi column density and N(O vi)
cm�2 ¼ 3:8� 1014 [v=100 km s�1] [AO=AO(solar)]1�� cm�2, with � ¼ 0:85 see x 10.3.

d The cooling Galactic fountain gas mass flow rate per unit area of the disk is estimated from _MM=� ¼ 1:4mHnH _NNn�1
H , see x 10.3.

Note that the values of _MM=� scale with the initial ionized hydrogen density of the cooling gas, nH, here assumed to be 10�3 cm�3,
which seems reasonable for the Milky Way. For the LMC and SMC the value of nH may be substantially larger producing a
corresponding increase in _NN=�.

e The value of the star formation rates per unit area of the disk, SFR/� (M� yr�1 kpc�2) for the Milky Way is from the McKee
&Williams 1997 global estimate of 4M� yr�1 and an assumed disk radius of 20 kpc. For the LMC and SMCwe use the global SFR
estimates from Kennicutt et al. 1995 based on Ha observations and adopt surface areas of 31 and 8.0 kpc2 for the LMC and SMC
which are equal to the size of the regions of each galaxy studied.
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assuming � ¼ 0:85. The values _NN=� scale with the
ionized gas density in the cooling flow, nH, assumed to be
10�3 cm�3. The derived values of v ¼ _NNn�1

H and
_MM=�ðnH=10�3 cm�3) increase from the Milky Way, to the
LMC, and SMC by about a factor of 2–3, which is similar to
that found for the star formation rate per unit area and
should be a measure of the hot gas heating rate. While this
trend appears consistent with the expectations, we note
there is not a corresponding observed increase in the O vi

line breadth, b, from the Milky Way to the Magellanic
Clouds. Such an increase would be expected if the line width
is a roughmeasure of the cooling gas flow velocity.

While Hoopes et al. (2002) found that the observed values
of N(O vi) in the SMC roughly correlated with measures of
the local star formation rates as inferred from H� and
X-ray emission, Howk et al. (2002b) found no such relation-
ship for the LMC. This result might be explained simply
from the density dependence of the derived values of
_MM=�. Eventually understanding the origins of the rela-
tionships (or lack thereof) among various ISM observables
in galaxies is a topic that will require much additional work
in the future. However, even in the absence of that work, it
is interesting to see that the integrated values of N(O vi)
through the halo regions of three very different galaxies are
very similar and that the estimated values of MY=� are
roughly similar to the observed values of the star formation
rates per unit surface area in the three galaxies.

11. SUMMARY

FUSE far-UV spectra of 100 extragalactic objects and
two halo stars are used to obtain measures of O vi

��1031.93, 1037.62 absorption along paths through the
Milky Way halo. The entire set of observations is found in
the O vi catalog paper (Wakker et al. 2003). High-velocity
O vi absorption with jvj > 100 km s�1 is seen along�60% of
the sight lines and is considered by Sembach et al. (2003). In
this paper we study the Milky Way thick-disk O vi absorp-
tion that covers the approximate velocity range from �100
to 100 km s�1. Our results are summarized as follows:

1. We find a widespread but highly irregular distribution
of O vi in the Galactic thick disk, implying the existence of
substantial amounts of hot gas with T � 3� 105 K. The
integrated O vi logarithmic column density, log N(O vi),
ranges from 13.85 to 14.78 with an average of 14.38 while
the logarithmic values of the O vi column density perpendic-
ular to the Galactic plane, log [N(O viÞ sin jbj], range from
13.44 to 14.68 with an average of 14.21.
2. Averages of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] over Galactic latitude

reveal a�0.25 dex excess of O vi to the north Galactic polar
region compared to the rest of the Galaxy.
3. The standard deviations for the observed values of

log N(O vi) and log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] are 0.18 and 0.23. The
large irregularities in the distribution of the absorbing gas
are found to be similar over angular scales extending from
<1� to 180�. The small angular scale absorbing structures
must be common to explain the large observed sky covering
factor of O vi toward extragalactic sources.
4. The observations are not well described by a simple

symmetrical plane-parallel patchy distribution of O vi

absorbing structures. The simplest departure from such a
model that provides a better fit to the observations is a
plane-parallel patchy absorbing layer with an average O vi

midplane density of n0(O viÞ ¼ 1:7� 10�8 atoms cm�3 and
a scale height of�2.3 kpc combined with a�0.25 dex excess
of O vi absorbing gas in the northern Galactic polar region.
5. The O vi is poorly correlated with other ISM tracers of

gas in the halo, including low- and intermediate-velocity
H i, H� emission from the warm ionized medium, and hot
0.25 keV X-ray–emitting gas.
6. The O vi profiles range in velocity dispersion, b, from

30 to 99 km s�1, with an average value of 61 km s�1 and
standard deviation of 15 km s�1. The thermal Doppler com-
ponent of the broadening cannot explain the large observed
profile widths since gas at T � 3� 105 K, the temperature
at which O vi is expected to peak in abundance in collisional
ionization equilibrium, has b(O viÞ ¼ 17:7 km s�1. Inflow,
outflow, Galactic rotation, and turbulence therefore also
affect the profiles.
7. In directions where the Galactic rotation effects are

expected to be large, the imprint of Galactic rotation is
visible in the O vi absorption.
8. The O vi average absorption velocities for thick disk

gas toward high-latitude objects (jbj > 45�) range from �37
to 82 km s�1, with a high-latitude sample average of 0 km
s�1 and a standard deviation of 21 km s�1. Thick disk O vi is
observed to be moving both toward and away from the
plane with roughly equal frequency.
9. The broad high positive velocity O vi absorption wings

extending from �100 to �250 km s�1 seen in the spectra of
21 objects may be tracing the outflow of gas into the halo,
although we cannot rule out a more distant origin.
10. A combination of models involving the radiative cool-

ing of hot gas in a Galactic fountain flow, the cooling of hot
gas in halo supernova bubbles, and the turbulent mixing of
warm and hot halo gases appears to be required to explain
the highly ionized atoms found in the halo. If the origin of the
O vi is dominated by a fountain flow, a mass flow rate of
approximately 1.4 M� yr�1 to each side of the Galactic disk
for cooling hot gas with an average density of 10�3 cm�3 is
required to explain the average value of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj]
found in the southern Galactic hemisphere. Such a flow rate
is similar to that estimated for the Galactic IVCs but much
larger than estimated for theGalacticHVCs. The preferential
venting of hot gas into the northern Galactic polar region
may explain the �0.25 dex excess in the values of log [N(O
viÞ sin jbj] in that direction.
11. The observed values of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] and b (km

s�1) for gas in the halos of the Milky Way, LMC, and SMC
are quite similar even though the three galaxies have very
different oxygen abundances and star formation rates. A
similarity in the values of log [N(O viÞ sin jbj] is an expected
aspect of a Galactic fountain flow where the hot gas cooling
rate varies by factors of 2 to 3 and the oxygen abundance
changes by factors of 6.
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